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Ergodicity, Decisions, and Partial Information

Ramon van Handel

Abstract In the simplest sequential decision problem for an ergodic stochastic pro-
cessX, at each timen a decisionun is made as a function of past observations
X0, . . . ,Xn−1, and a lossl(un,Xn) is incurred. In this setting, it is known that one
may choose (under a mild integrability assumption) a decision strategy whose path-
wise time-average loss is asymptotically smaller than thatof any other strategy. The
corresponding problem in the case of partial information proves to be much more
delicate, however: if the processX is not observable, but decisions must be based on
the observation of a different processY, the existence of pathwise optimal strategies
is not guaranteed. The aim of this paper is to exhibit connections between pathwise
optimal strategies and notions from ergodic theory. The sequential decision problem
is developed in the general setting of an ergodic dynamical system(Ω ,B,P,T) with
partial informationY⊆B. The existence of pathwise optimal strategies grounded in
two basic properties: the conditional ergodic theory of thedynamical system, and the
complexity of the loss function. When the loss function is not too complex, a gen-
eral sufficient condition for the existence of pathwise optimal strategies is that the
dynamical system is a conditionalK-automorphism relative to the past observations
∨

n≥0TnY. If the conditional ergodicity assumption is strengthened, the complexity
assumption can be weakened. Several examples demonstrate the interplay between
complexity and ergodicity, which does not arise in the case of full information. Our
results also yield a decision-theoretic characterizationof weak mixing in ergodic
theory, and establish pathwise optimality of ergodic nonlinear filters.

1 Introduction

Let X = (Xk)k∈Z be a stationary and ergodic stochastic process. A decision maker
must select at the beginning of each dayk a decisionuk depending on the past
observationsX0, . . . ,Xk−1. At the end of the day, a lossl(uk,Xk) is incurred. The
decision maker would like to minimize her time-average loss

LT(u) =
1
T

T

∑
k=1

l(uk,Xk).
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2 Ramon van Handel

How should she go about selecting a decision strategyu = (uk)k≥1?
There is a rather trivial answer to this question. Taking theexpectation of the

time-average loss, we obtain for any strategyu using the tower property

E[LT(u)] = E

[

1
T

T

∑
k=1

E[l(uk,Xk)|X0, . . . ,Xk−1]

]

≥ E

[

1
T

T

∑
k=1

min
u

E[l(u,Xk)|X0, . . . ,Xk−1]

]

= E[LT(ũ)],

whereũ = (ũk)k≥1 is defined as ˜uk = argminuE[l(u,Xk)|X0, . . . ,Xk−1] (we disregard
for the moment integrability and measurability issues, existence of minima, and the
like; such issues will be properly addressed in our results). Therefore, the strategỹu
minimizes themeantime-average lossE[LT(u)].

However, there are conceptual reasons to be dissatisfied with this obvious so-
lution. In many decision problems, one only observes a single sample path of the
processX. For example, ifXk is the return of a financial market in dayk andLT(u)
is the loss of an investment strategyu, only one sample path of the model is ever
realized: we do not have the luxury of averaging our investment loss over multiple
“alternative histories”. The choice of a strategy for whichthe mean loss is small
does not guarantee,a priori, that it will perform well on the one and only realiza-
tion that happens to be chosen by nature. Similarly, ifXk models the state of the
atmosphere andLT(u) is the error of a weather prediction strategy, we face a sim-
ilar conundrum. In such situations, the use of stochastic models could be justified
by some sort of ergodic theorem, which states that the mean behavior of the model
with respect to different realizations captures its time-average behavior over a sin-
gle sample path. Such an ergodic theorem for sequential decisions was obtained by
Algoet [1, Theorem 2] under a mild integrability assumption.

Theorem 1.1 (Algoet [1]).Suppose that|l(u,x)| ≤ Λ(x) with Λ ∈ L logL. Then

lim inf
T→∞

{LT(u)−LT(ũ)} ≥ 0 a.s.

for every strategyu: that is, the mean-optimal strategyũ is pathwise optimal.

The proof of this result follows from a simple martingale argument. What is
remarkable is that the details of the model do not enter the picture at all: nothing
is assumed on the properties ofX or l beyond some integrability (ergodicity is not
needed, and a similar result holds even in the absence of stationarity, cf. [1, Theorem
3]). This provides a universal justification for optimizingthe mean loss: the much
stronger pathwise optimality property is obtained “for free.”

In the proof of Theorem 1.1, it is essential that the decisionmaker has full infor-
mation on the historyX0, . . . ,Xk−1 of the processX. However, the derivation of the
mean-optimal strategy can be done in precisely the same manner in the more gen-
eral setting where only partial or noisy information is available. To formalize this
idea, letY = (Yk)k∈Z be the stochastic process observable by the decision maker,
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and suppose that the pair(X,Y) is stationary and ergodic. The loss incurred at
time k is still l(uk,Xk), but nowuk may depend on the observed dataY0, . . . ,Yk−1

only. It is easily seen that in this setting, the mean-optimal strategyũ is given by
ũk = argminuE[l(u,Xk)|Y0, . . . ,Yk−1], and it is tempting to assume thatũ is also
pathwise optimal. Surprisingly, this is very far from beingthe case.

Example 1.2 (Weissman and Merhav [32]).Let X0 ∼ Bernoulli(1/2) and letXk =
1−Xk−1 andYk = 0 for all k. Then(X,Y) is stationary and ergodic:Yk = 0 indicates
that we are in the setting ofno information (that is, we must make blind decisions).
Consider the lossl(u,x) = (u− x)2. Then the mean-optimal strategy ˜uk = 1/2 sat-
isfiesLT(ũ) = 1/4 for all T. However, the strategyuk = kmod2 satisfiesLT(u) = 0
for all T with probability 1/2. Therefore,̃u is not pathwise optimal. In fact, it is
easily seen that no pathwise optimal strategy exists.

Example 1.2 illustrates precisely the type of conundrum that was so fortuitously
ruled out in the full information setting by Theorem 1.1. Indeed, it would be hard to
argue that eitheru or ũ in Example 1.2 is superior: a gambler placing blind betsuk

on a sequence of games with lossl(uk,Xk) may prefer either strategy depending on
his demeanor. The example may seem somewhat artificial, however, as the hidden
processX has infinitely long memory; the gambler can therefore beat the mean-
optimal strategy by simply guessing the outcome of the first game. But precisely the
same phenomenon can appear when(X,Y) is nearly memoryless.

Example 1.3.Let (ξk)k∈Z be i.i.d. Bernoulli(1/2), and letXk = (ξk−1,ξk) andYk =
|ξk− ξk−1| for all k. Then(X,Y) is a stationary 1-dependent sequence:(Xk,Yk)k≤n

and(Xk,Yk)k≥n+2 are independent for everyk. We consider the lossl(u,x) = (u−
x1)

2. It is easily seen thatXk is independent ofY1, . . . ,Yk−1, so that the mean-optimal
strategy ˜uk = 1/2 satisfiesLT(ũ) = 1/4 for all T. On the other hand, note thatξk−1 =
(ξ0+Y1+ · · ·+Yk−1)mod2. It follows that the strategyuk = (Y1+ · · ·+Yk−1)mod2
satisfiesLT(u) = 0 for all T with probability 1/2.

Evidently, pathwise optimality cannot be taken for grantedin the partial infor-
mation setting even in the simplest of examples: in contrastto the full information
setting, the existence of pathwise optimal strategies depends both on specific ergod-
icity properties of the model(X,Y) and (as will be seen later) on the complexity
on the lossl . What mechanism is responsible for pathwise optimality under partial
information is not very well understood. Weissman and Merhav [32], who initiated
the study of this problem, give a strong sufficient conditionin the binary setting.
Little is known beyond their result, beside one particularly special case of quadratic
loss and additive noise considered by Nobel [24].1

1 It should be noted that the papers [1, 32, 24], in addition to studying the pathwise optimality
problem, also aim to obtainuniversaldecision schemes that achieve the optimal asymptotic loss
without any knowledge of the law ofX (note that to compute the mean-optimal strategyũ one must
know the joint law of(X,Y)). Such strategies “learn” the law ofX on the fly from the observed
data. In the setting of partial information, such universalschemes cannot exist without very specific
assumptions on the information structure: for example, in the blind setting (cf. Example 1.2), there
is no information and thus universal strategies cannot exist. What conditions are required for the
existence of universal strategies is an interesting question that is beyond the scope of this paper.
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The aim of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, we will give general conditions
for pathwise optimality under partial information, and explore some tradeoffs inher-
ent in this setting. On the other hand, we aim to exhibit some connections between
the pathwise optimality problem and certain notions and problems in ergodic the-
ory, such as conditional mixing and individual ergodic theorems for subsequences.
To make such connections in their most natural setting, we begin by rephrasing the
decision problem in the general setting of ergodic dynamical systems.

1.1 The dynamical system setting

Let T be an invertible measure-preserving transformation of a probability space
(Ω ,B,P). T defines the time evolution of the dynamical system(Ω ,B,P,T): if the
system is initially in stateω ∈ Ω , then at timek the system is in the stateTkω .
The state of the system is not directly observable, however.To model the available
information, we fix aσ -field Y⊆ B of events that can be observed at a single time.
Therefore, if we have observed the system in the time interval [m,n], the information
contained in the observations is given by theσ -field Ym,n =

∨

k∈[m,n] T
−kY.

In this general setting, the decision problem is defined as follows. Let ℓ :
U ×Ω → R be a given loss function, whereU is the set of possible decisions.
At each timek, a decisionuk is made and a lossℓk(uk) := ℓ(uk,Tkω) is incurred.
The decision can only depend on the observations: that is, a strategyu = (uk)k≥1 is
admissible ifuk is Y0,k-measurable for everyk. The time-average loss is given by

LT(u) :=
1
T

T

∑
k=1

ℓk(uk).

The basic question we aim to answer is whether there exists a pathwise optimal
strategy, that is, a strategyu⋆ such that for every admissible strategyu

lim inf
T→∞

{LT(u)−LT(u⋆)} ≥ 0 a.s.

The stochastic process setting discussed above can be recovered as a special case.

Example 1.4.Let (X,Y) be a stationary and ergodic stochastic process, whereXk

takes values in the measurable space(E,E) andYk takes values in the measurable
space(F,F). We can realize(X,Y) as the coordinate process on the canonical path
space(Ω ,B,P) whereΩ = EZ×FZ, B= EZ⊗FZ, andP is the law of(X,Y). Let
T : Ω → Ω be the canonical shift(T(x,y))n = (xn+1,yn+1). Then(Ω ,B,P,T) is an
ergodic dynamical system. If we choose the observationσ -field Y= σ{Y0} and the
lossℓ(u,ω) = l(u,X1(ω)), we recover the decision problem with partial information
for the stochastic process(X,Y) as it was introduced above. More generally, we
could let the loss depend arbitrarily on future or past values of (X,Y).
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Let us briefly discuss the connection between pathwise optimal strategies and
classical ergodic theorems. The key observation in the derivation of the mean-
optimal strategy ˜uk = argminuE[ℓk(u)|Y0,k] is that by the tower property

E

[

1
T

T

∑
k=1

ℓk(uk)

]

= E

[

1
T

T

∑
k=1

E[ℓk(uk)|Y0,k]

]

.

As the summands on the right-hand side depend only on the observed information,
we can minimize inside the sum to obtain the mean-optimal strategyũ. Precisely
the same considerations would show thatũ is pathwise optimal if we could prove
the ergodic counterpart of the tower property of conditional expectations

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{ℓk(uk)−E[ℓk(uk)|Y0,k]}
T→∞
−−−→ 0 a.s. ?

The validity of such a statement is far from obvious, however.
In the special case of blind decisions (that is,Y is the trivialσ -field) the “ergodic

tower property” reduces to the question of whether, givenfk(ω) := ℓ(uk,ω),

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{ fk−E[ fk]} ◦Tk T→∞
−−−→ 0 a.s. ?

If the functionsfk do not depend onk, this is precisely the individual ergodic theo-
rem. However, an individual ergodic theorem need not hold for arbitrary sequences
fk. Special cases of this problem have long been investigated in ergodic theory. For
example, if fk = ak f for some fixed functionf and bounded sequence(ak) ⊂ R,
the problem reduces to a weighted individual ergodic theorem, see [2] and the ref-
erences therein. Ifak ∈ {0,1} for all k, the problem reduces further to an individual
ergodic theorem along a subsequence (at least if the sequence has positive density),
cf. [6, 2] and the references therein. A general characterization of such ergodic prop-
erties does not appear to exist, which suggests that it is probably very difficult to
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for pathwise optimality. The situation is
better for mean (rather than individual) ergodic theorems,cf. [3] and the references
therein, and we will also obtain more complete results in a weaker setting.

The more interesting case where the informationY is nontrivial provides addi-
tional complications. In this situation, the “ergodic tower property” could be viewed
as a type ofconditionalergodic theorem, in between the individual ergodic theorem
and Algoet’s result [1]. Our proofs are based on an elaboration of this idea.

1.2 Some representative results

The essence of our results is that, when the lossℓ is not too complex, pathwise op-
timal strategies exist under suitable conditional mixing assumptions on the ergodic
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dynamical system(Ω ,B,P,T). To this end, we introduce conditional variants of
two standard notions in ergodic theory: weak mixing andK-automorphisms.

Definition 1.5. An invertible dynamical system(Ω ,B,P,T) is said to becondition-
ally weak mixingrelative to aσ -fieldZ if for everyA,B∈B

1
T

T

∑
k=1

|P[A∩TkB|Z]−P[A|Z]P[TkB|Z]|
T→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1.

Definition 1.6. An invertible dynamical system(Ω ,B,P,T) is called aconditional
K-automorphismrelative to aσ -fieldZ⊂B if there is aσ -fieldX⊂B such that

1. X⊂ T−1X.
2.

∨∞
k=1T−kX=B modP.

3.
⋂∞

k=1(Z∨TkX) = Z modP.

When theσ -field Z is trivial, these definitions reduce2 to the usual notions of
weak mixing andK-automorphism, cf. [31]. Similar conditional mixing conditions
also appear in the ergodic theory literature, see [26] and the references therein.

An easily stated consequence of our main results, for example, is the following.

Theorem 1.7.Suppose that(Ω ,B,P,T) is a conditional K-automorphism relative
to Y−∞,0. Then the mean-optimal strategyũ is pathwise optimal for every loss func-
tion ℓ : U ×Ω → R such that U is finite and|ℓ(u,ω)| ≤Λ(ω) with Λ ∈ L1.

This result gives a general sufficient condition for pathwise optimality when the
decision spaceU is finite. In the stochastic process setting (Example 1.4), the con-
ditionalK-property would follow from the validity of theσ -field identity

∞
⋂

k=1

(Y−∞,0∨X−∞,−k) = Y−∞,0 modP,

whereX−∞,k = σ{Xi : i ≤ k} (chooseX := X−∞,0 ∨ Y−∞,0 in Definition 1.6). In
the Markovian setting, this is a familiar identity in filtering theory: it is precisely the
necessary and sufficient condition for the optimal filter to be ergodic, see section 3.3
below. Our results therefore lead to a new pathwise optimality property of nonlinear
filters. Conversely, results from filtering theory yield a broad class of (even non-
Markovian) models for which the conditionalK-property can be verified [14, 27].
It is interesting to note that despite the apparent similarity between the conditions
for filter ergodicity and pathwise optimality, there appears to be no direct connec-
tion between these phenomena, and their proofs are entirelydistinct. Let us also
note that, in the full information setting (Yk = Xk) the conditionalK-property holds
trivially, which explains the deceptive simplicity of Algoet’s result.

2 To be precise, our definitions are time-reversed with respect to the textbook definitions; however,
T is aK-automorphism if and only ifT−1 is aK-automorphism [31, p. 110], and the corresponding
statement for weak mixing is trivial. Therefore, our definitions are equivalent to those in [31].
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While the conditional ergodicity assumption of Theorem 1.7is quite general,
the requirement that the decision spaceU is finite is a severe restriction on the
complexity of the loss functionℓ. We have stated Theorem 1.7 here in order to
highlight the basic ingredients for the existence of a pathwise optimal strategy. The
assumption thatU is finite will be replaced by various complexity assumptionson
the lossℓ; such extensions will be developed in the sequel. While somecomplexity
assumption on the loss is needed in the partial information setting, there is a tradeoff
between the complexity and ergodicity: if the notion of conditional ergodicity is
strengthened, then the complexity assumption on the loss can be weakened.

All our pathwise optimality results are corollaries of a general master theorem,
Theorem 2.6 below, that ensures the existence of a pathwise optimal strategy under
a certain uniform version of theK-automorphism property. However, in the absence
of further assumptions, this theorem does not ensure that the mean-optimal strat-
egy ũ is in fact pathwise optimal: the pathwise optimal strategy constructed in the
proof may be difficult to compute. We do not know, in general, whether it is possi-
ble that a pathwise optimal strategy exists, while the mean-optimal strategy fails to
be pathwise optimal. In order to gain further insight into such questions, we intro-
duce another notion of optimality that is intermediate between pathwise and mean
optimality. A strategyu⋆ is said to be weakly pathwise optimal if

P[LT(u)−LT(u⋆)≥−ε] T→∞
−−−→ 1 for everyε > 0.

It is not difficult to show that if a weakly pathwise optimal strategy exists, then
the mean-optimal strategỹu must also be weakly pathwise optimal. However, the
notion of weak pathwise optimality is distinctly weaker than pathwise optimality.
For example, we will prove the following counterpart to Theorem 1.7.

Theorem 1.8.Suppose that(Ω ,B,P,T) is conditionally weak mixing relative to
Y−∞,0. Then the mean-optimal strategyũ is weakly pathwise optimal for every loss
functionℓ : U ×Ω → R such that U is finite and|ℓ(u,ω)| ≤ Λ(ω) with Λ ∈ L1.

There is a genuine gap between Theorems 1.8 and 1.7: in fact, aresult of Conze
[6] on individual ergodic theorems for subsequences shows that there is a loss func-
tion ℓ such that for a generic (in the weak topology) weak mixing system, a mean-
optimal blind strategỹu fails to be pathwise optimal.

While weak pathwise optimality may not be as conceptually appealing as path-
wise optimality, the weak pathwise optimality property is easier to characterize. In
particular, we will show that the conditional weak mixing assumption in Theorem
1.8 is not only sufficient, but also necessary, in the specialcase thatY is an invari-
antσ -field (that is,Y = T−1Y). Invariance ofY is somewhat unnatural in decision
problems, as it implies that no additional information is gained over time as more
observations are accumulated. On the other hand, invariance ofZ in Definitions 1.5
and 1.6 is precisely the situation of interest in applications of conditional mixing in
ergodic theory (e.g., [26]). The interest of this result is therefore that it provides a
decision-theoretic characterization of the (conditional) weak mixing property.
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1.3 Organization of this paper

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we state and dis-
cuss the main results of this paper. We also give a number of examples that illustrate
various aspects of our results. Our main results require twotypes of assumptions:
conditional mixing assumptions on the dynamical system, and complexity assump-
tions on the loss. In section 3 we discuss various methods to verify these assump-
tions, as well as further examples and consequences (such aspathwise optimality of
nonlinear filters). Finally, the proofs of our main results are given in section 4.

2 Main results

2.1 Basic setup and notation

Throughout this paper, we will consider the following setting:

• (Ω ,B,P) is a probability space.
• Y⊆B is a sub-σ -field.
• T : Ω → Ω is an invertible measure-preserving ergodic transformation.
• (U,U) is a measurable space.

As explained in the introduction, we aim to make sequential decisions in the ergodic
dynamical system(Ω ,B,P,T). The decisions take values in the decision spaceU ,
and theσ -field Y represents the observable part of the system. We define

Ym,n =
n
∨

k=m

T−kY for −∞ ≤ m≤ n≤ ∞,

that is,Ym,n is theσ -field generated by the observations in the time interval[m,n].
An admissible decision strategy must depend causally on theobserved data.

Definition 2.1. A strategyu = (uk)k≥1 is calledadmissibleif it is Y0,k-adapted, that
is, uk : Ω →U is Y0,k-measurable for everyk≥ 1.

It will be convenient to introduce the following notation. For everym≤ n, define

Um,n = {u : Ω →U : u is Ym,n-measurable}, Un =
⋃

−∞<m≤n

Um,n.

Thus a strategyu is admissible wheneveruk ∈ U0,k for all k. Note thatUn (U−∞,n:
this distinction will be essential for the validity of our results.

To describe the loss of a decision strategy, we introduce a loss functionℓ.

• ℓ : U ×Ω →R is a measurable function and|ℓ(u,ω)| ≤ Λ(ω) with Λ ∈ L1.
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If |ℓ(u,ω)| ≤Λ(ω) with Λ ∈ Lp, the loss is said to be dominated inLp. As indicated
above, we will always assume3 that our loss functions are dominated inL1.

The loss functionℓ(u,ω) represents the cost incurred by the decisionu when the
system is in stateω . In particular, the cost of the decisionuk at timek is given by
ℓ(uk,Tkω) = ℓk(uk), where we define for notational simplicity

ℓn(u) : Ω →R, ℓn(u)(ω) = ℓ(u,Tnω).

Our aim is to select an admissible strategyu that minimizes the time-average loss

LT(u) =
1
T

T

∑
k=1

ℓk(uk)

in a suitable sense.

Definition 2.2. An admissible strategyu⋆ is pathwise optimalif

lim inf
T→∞

{LT(u)−LT(u⋆)} ≥ 0 a.s.

for every admissible strategyu.

Definition 2.3. An admissible strategyu⋆ is weakly pathwise optimalif

P[LT(u)−LT(u⋆)≥−ε] T→∞
−−−→ 1 for everyε > 0

for every admissible strategyu.

Definition 2.4. An admissible strategyu⋆ is mean optimalif

lim inf
T→∞

{E[LT(u)]−E[LT(u⋆)]} ≥ 0

for every admissible strategyu.

These notions of optimality are progressively weaker: a pathwise optimal strat-
egy is clearly weakly pathwise optimal, and a weakly pathwise optimal strategy is
mean optimal (as the loss function is assumed to be dominatedin L1).

In the introduction, it was stated that ˜uk = argminu∈U E[ℓk(u)|Y0,k] defines a
mean-optimal strategy. This disregards some technical issues, as the argmin may
not exist or be measurable. It suffices, however, to considera slight reformulation.

Lemma 2.5.There exists an admissible strategyũ such that

E[ℓk(ũk)|Y0,k]≤ essinf
u∈U0,k

E[ℓk(u)|Y0,k]+ k−1 a.s.

for every k≥ 1. In particular, ũ is mean-optimal.

3 Non-dominated loss functions may also be of significant interest, see [24] for example. We will
restrict attention to dominated loss functions, however, which suffice in many cases of interest.
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Proof. It follows from the construction of the essential supremum [25, p. 49] that
there exists a countable family(Un)n∈N ⊆ U0,k such that

essinf
u∈U0,k

E[ℓk(u)|Y0,k] = inf
n∈N

E[ℓk(U
n)|Y0,k].

Define the random variable

τ = inf
{

n : E[ℓk(U
n)|Y0,k]≤ essinf

u∈U0,k

E[ℓk(u)|Y0,k]+ k−1
}

.

Note thatτ < ∞ a.s. as essinfu∈U0,k E[ℓk(u)|Y0,k] ≥ −E[Λ ◦Tk|Y0,k] > −∞ a.s. We
therefore define ˜uk =Uτ . To show that̃u is mean optimal, it suffices to note that

E[LT(u)]−E[LT(ũ)] =
1
T

T

∑
k=1

E
[

E[ℓk(uk)|Y0,k]−E[ℓk(ũk)|Y0,k]
]

≥−
1
T

T

∑
k=1

k−1

for any admissible strategyu andT ≥ 1. ⊓⊔

In particular, we emphasize that a mean-optimal strategyũ always exists. In the
remainder of this paper, we will fix a mean-optimal strategyũ as in Lemma 2.5.

2.2 Pathwise optimality

Our results on the existence of pathwise optimal strategiesare all consequences of
one general result, Theorem 2.6, that will be stated presently. The essential assump-
tion of this general result is that the properties of the conditional K-automorphism
(Definition 1.6) hold uniformly with respect to the loss function ℓ. Note that, in prin-
ciple, the assumptions of this result do not imply that(Ω ,B,P,T) is a conditional
K-automorphism, though this will frequently be the case.

Theorem 2.6 (Pathwise optimality).Suppose that for someσ -fieldX⊂B

1. X⊂ T−1X.
2. The following martingales converge uniformly:

esssup
u∈U0

∣

∣E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0∨T−nX]− ℓ0(u)
∣

∣

n→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1,

esssup
u∈U0

∣

∣E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0∨TnX]−E[ℓ0(u)|
⋂∞

k=1(Y−∞,0∨TkX)]
∣

∣

n→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1.

3. The remote past does not affect the asymptotic loss:

L⋆ := E
[

essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0]

]

= E
[

essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|
⋂∞

k=1(Y−∞,0∨TkX)]

]

.

Then there exists an admissible strategyu⋆ such that for every admissible strategyu
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lim inf
T→∞

{LT(u)−LT(u⋆)} ≥ 0 a.s., lim
T→∞

LT(u⋆) = L⋆ a.s.,

that is,u⋆ is pathwise optimal and L⋆ is the optimal long time-average loss.

The proof of this result will be given in section 4.1 below.
Before going further, let us discuss the conceptual nature of the assumptions of

Theorem 2.6. The assumptions encode two separate requirements:

1. Assumption 3 of Theorem 2.6 should be viewed as a mixing assumption on
the dynamical system(Ω ,B,P,T) that is tailored to the decision problem. In-
deed,Y−∞,0 represents the information contained in the observations,while
⋂∞

k=1(Y−∞,0∨TkX) includes in addition the remote past of the generatingσ -field
X. The assumption states that knowledge of the remote past of the unobserved
part of the model cannot be used to improve our present decisions.

2. Assumption 2 of Theorem 2.6 should be viewed as a complexity assumption on
the loss functionℓ. Indeed, in the absence of the essential suprema, these state-
ments hold automatically by the martingale convergence theorem. The assump-
tion requires that the convergence is in fact uniform inu∈ U0. This will be the
case when the loss function is not too complex.

The assumptions of Theorem 2.6 can be verified in many cases ofinterest. In sec-
tion 3 below, we will discuss various methods that can be usedto verify both the
conditional mixing and the complexity assumptions of Theorem 2.6.

In general, neither the conditional mixing nor the complexity assumption can be
dispensed with in the presence of partial information.

Example 2.7 (Assumption 3 is essential).We have seen in Examples 1.2 and 1.3 in
the introduction that no pathwise optimal strategy exists.In both these examples
Assumption 2 is satisfied, that is, the loss function is not too complex (this will
follow from general complexity results, cf. Example 3.6 in section 3 below). On the
other hand, it is easily seen that the conditional mixing Assumption 3 is violated.

Example 2.8 (Assumption 2 is essential).Let X = (Xk)k∈Z be the stationary Markov
chain in[0,1] defined byXk+1 = (Xk+ εk+1)/2 for all k, where(εk)k∈Z is an i.i.d.
sequence of Bernoulli(1/2) random variables. We consider the setting of blind de-
cisions with the loss functionℓk(u) = ⌊2uXk⌋mod2,u∈U = N. Note that

Xk =
∞

∑
i=0

2−i−1εk−i , ℓk(u) = εk−u+1.

We claim that no pathwise optimal strategy can exist. Indeed, consider for fixed
r ≥ 0 the strategyur such thatur

k = k+ r. Thenℓk(ur
k) = ε1−r for all k. Therefore,

ε1−r − limsup
T→∞

LT(u⋆) = lim inf
T→∞

{LT(ur)−LT(u⋆)} ≥ 0 a.s. for allr ≥ 0

for every pathwise optimal strategyu⋆. In particular,
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0= inf
r≥0

ε1−r ≥ limsup
T→∞

LT(u⋆)≥ lim inf
T→∞

LT(u⋆)≥ 0 a.s.

As |LT(u⋆)| ≤ 1 for all T, it follows by dominated convergence that a pathwise
optimal strategyu⋆ must satisfyE[LT(u⋆)]→ 0 asT → ∞. But clearlyE[LT(u)] =
1/2 for everyT and strategyu, which entails a contradiction.

Nonetheless, in this example the dynamical system is aK-automorphism (even a
Bernoulli shift), so that that Assumption 3 is easily satisfied. As no pathwise optimal
strategy exists, this must be caused by the failure of Assumption 2. For example, for
the natural choiceX = σ{Xk : k ≤ 0}, Assumption 3 holds as

⋂

k TkX is trivial by
the Kolmogorov zero-one law, but it is easily seen that the second equation of As-
sumption 2 fails. Note that the functionl(u,x) = ⌊2ux⌋mod2 becomes increasingly
oscillatory asu → ∞; this is precisely the type of behavior that obstructs uniform
convergence in Assumption 2 (akin to “overfitting” in statistics).

Example 2.9 (Assumption 2 is essential, continued).In the previous example, path-
wise optimality fails due to failure of the second equation of Assumption 2. We now
give a variant of this example where the first equation of Assumption 2 fails.

Let X = (Xk)k∈Z be an i.i.d. sequence of Bernoulli(1/2) random variables. We
consider the setting of blind decisions with the loss functionℓk(u) = Xk+u, u∈U =
N. We claim that no pathwise optimal strategy can exist. Indeed, consider forr = 0,1
the strategyur defined byuk = 2r+n+1− k for 2n ≤ k< 2n+1, n≥ 0. Then

L2n−1(ur) =
1

2n−1

n−1

∑
m=0

2m+1−1

∑
k=2m

Xk+uk =
2n

2n−1

n−1

∑
m=0

2−(n−m)X2r+m+1.

Suppose thatu⋆ is pathwise optimal. Then

liminf
T→∞

E[LT(u0)∧LT(u1)−LT(u⋆)]≥ E
[

lim inf
T→∞

{LT(u0)∧LT(u1)−LT(u⋆)}
]

≥ 0.

But a simple computation shows thatE[L2n−1(u0)∧L2n−1(u1)] converges asn→ ∞
to a quantity strictly less than 1/2= E[LT(u⋆)], so that we have a contradiction.

Nonetheless, in this example Assumption 3 and the second line of Assumption 2
are easily satisfied, e.g., for the natural choiceX= σ{Xk : k≤ 0}. However, the first
line of Assumption 2 fails, and indeed no pathwise optimal strategy exists.

It is evident from the previous examples that an assumption on both conditional
mixing and on complexity of the loss function is needed, in general, to ensure exis-
tence of a pathwise optimal strategy. In this light, the complete absence of any such
assumptions in the full information case is surprising. Theexplanation is simple,
however: all assumptions of Theorem 2.6 are automatically satisfied in this case.

Example 2.10 (Full information).Let X = (Xk)k∈Z be any stationary ergodic pro-
cess, and consider the case of full information: that is, we choose the obser-
vation σ -field Y = σ{X0} and the lossℓ(u,ω) = l(u,X1(ω)). Then all assump-
tions of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied: indeed, if we chooseX = σ{Xk : k ≤ 0}, then
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Y−∞,0 = Y−∞,0 ∨TkX for all k ≥ 0, so that Assumption 3 and the second line of
Assumption 2 hold trivially. Moreover,ℓ0(u) is T−kX-measurable for everyu∈ U0

andk ≥ 1, and thus the first line of Assumption 2 holds trivially. It follows that in
the full information setting, a pathwise optimal strategy always exists.

In a sense, Theorem 2.6 provides additional insight even in the full information
setting: it provides an explanation as to why the case of fullinformation is so much
simpler than the partial information setting. Moreover, Theorem 2.6 provides an
explicit expression for the optimal asymptotic lossL⋆, which is not given in [1].4

However, it should be emphasized that Theorem 2.6 does not state that the mean-
optimal strategỹu is pathwise optimal; it only guarantees the existence of some
pathwise optimal strategyu⋆. In contrast, in the full information setting, Theorem
1.1 ensures pathwise optimality of the mean-optimal strategy. This is of practical
importance, as the mean-optimal strategy can in many cases be computed explicitly
or by efficient numerical methods, while the pathwise optimal strategy constructed
in the proof of Theorem 2.6 may be difficult to compute. We do not know whether
it is possible in the general setting of Theorem 2.6 that a pathwise optimal strategy
exists, but that the mean-optimal strategyũ is not pathwise optimal. Pathwise op-
timality of the mean-optimal strategỹu can be shown, however, under somewhat
stronger assumptions. The following corollary is proved insection 4.2 below.

Corollary 2.11. Suppose that for someσ -fieldX⊂B

1. X⊂ T−1X.
2. The following martingales converge uniformly:

esssup
u∈U0

∣

∣E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0∨T−nX]− ℓ0(u)
∣

∣

n→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1,

esssup
u∈U0

∣

∣E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0∨TnX]−E[ℓ0(u)|
⋂∞

k=1(Y−∞,0∨TkX)]
∣

∣

n→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1,

esssup
u∈U−n,0

∣

∣E[ℓ0(u)|Y−n,0]−E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0]
∣

∣

n→∞
−−−→ 0 a.s.

3. The remote past does not affect the present:

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0] = E[ℓ0(u)|
⋂∞

k=1(Y−∞,0∨TkX)] for all u ∈U0.

Then the mean-optimal strategyũ (Lemma 2.5) satisfies LT(ũ)→ L⋆ a.s. as T→ ∞.
In particular, it follows from Theorem 2.6 thatũ is pathwise optimal.

4 In [1, Appendix II.B] it is shown that under a continuity assumption on the loss functionl , the
optimal asymptotic loss in the full information setting is given by E[infu E[l (u,X1)|X0,X−1, . . .]].
However, a counterexample is given of a discontinuous loss function for which this expression
does not yield the optimal asymptotic loss. The key difference with the expression forL⋆ given in
Theorem 2.6 is that in the latter the essential infimum runs overu∈U0, while it is implicit in [1] that
the infimum in the above expression is an essential infimum over u∈U−∞,0. As the counterexample
in [1] shows, these quantities need not coincide in the absence of continuity assumptions.
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The assumptions of Corollary 2.11 are stronger than those ofTheorem 2.6 in two
respects. First, Assumption 3 is slightly strengthened; however, this is a very mild
requirement. More importantly, a third martingale is assumed to converge uniformly
(pathwise!) in Assumption 2. The latter is not an innocuous requirement: while the
assumption holds in many cases of interest, substantial regularity of the loss function
is needed (see section 3.1 for further discussion). In particular, this requirement is
not automatically satisfied in the case of full information,and Theorem 1.1 therefore
does not follow in its entirety from our results. It remains an open question whether
it is possible to establish pathwise optimality of the mean-optimal strategỹu under
a substantial weakening of the assumptions of Corollary 2.11.

A particularly simple regularity assumption on the loss is that the decision space
U is finite. In this case uniform convergence is immediate, so that the assumptions
of Corollary 2.11 reduce essentially to theY−∞,0-conditionalK-property. Therefore,
evidently Corollary 2.11 implies Theorem 1.7. More generalconditions that ensure
the validity of the requisite assumptions will be discussedin section 3.

2.3 Weak pathwise optimality

In the previous section, we have seen that a pathwise optimalstrategyu⋆ exists
under general assumptions. However, unlike in the full information case, it is not
clear whether in general (without a nontrivial complexity assumption) the mean-
optimal strategỹu is pathwise optimal. In the present section, we will aim to obtain
some additional insight into this issue by considering the notion of weak pathwise
optimality (Definition 2.3) that is intermediate between pathwise optimality and
mean optimality. This notion is more regularly behaved thanpathwise optimality;
in particular, it is straightforward to prove the followingsimple result.

Lemma 2.12.Suppose that a weakly pathwise optimal strategyu⋆ exists. Then the
mean-optimal strategỹu is also weakly pathwise optimal.

Proof. Let ΛT = 1
T ∑T

k=1Λ ◦Tk. As |LT(u)| ≤ ΛT for any strategyu, we have

E[(LT(ũ)−LT(u⋆))−]≤ ε P[LT(ũ)−LT(u⋆)≥−ε]+E[2ΛT 1LT (ũ)−LT (u⋆)<−ε ]

for anyε > 0. Note that the sequence(ΛT)T≥1 is uniformly integrable asΛT →E[Λ ]
in L1 by the ergodic theorem. Therefore, using weak pathwise optimality of u⋆, it
follows thatE[(LT(ũ)−LT(u⋆))−]→ 0 asT → ∞. We therefore have

limsup
T→∞

E[|LT(ũ)−LT(u⋆)|] =− lim inf
T→∞

{E[LT(u⋆)]−E[LT(ũ)]} ≤ 0

by mean-optimality of̃u. It follows easily that̃u is also pathwise optimal. ⊓⊔

While Theorem 2.6 does not ensure that the mean-optimal strategyũ is pathwise
optimal, the previous lemma guarantees thatũ is at least weakly pathwise optimal.
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However, we will presently show that the latter conclusion may follow under con-
siderably weaker assumptions than those of of Theorem 2.6. Indeed, just as path-
wise optimality was established for conditionalK-automorphisms, we will establish
weak optimality for conditionally weakly mixing automorphisms.

Let us begin by developing a general result on weak pathwise optimality, Theo-
rem 2.13 below, that plays the role of Theorem 2.6 in the present setting. The essen-
tial assumption of this general result is that the conditional weak mixing property
(Definition 1.5) holds uniformly with respect to the loss function ℓ. For simplicity
of notation, let us define as in Theorem 2.6 the optimal asymptotic loss

L⋆ := E
[

essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0]
]

(let us emphasize, however, the Assumption 3 of Theorem 2.6 need not hold in the
present setting!) In addition, let us define the modified lossfunctions

ℓ̄0(u) := ℓ0(u)−E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0], ℓ̄M
0 (u) := ℓ0(u)1Λ≤M −E[ℓ0(u)1Λ≤M|Y−∞,0].

The proof of the following theorem will be given in section 4.3.

Theorem 2.13.Suppose that the uniform conditional mixing assumption

lim
M→∞

limsup
T→∞

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
T

T

∑
k=1

esssup
u,u′∈U0

|E[{ℓ̄M
0 (u)◦T−k} ℓ̄M

0 (u′)|Y−∞,0]|

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
= 0

holds. Then the mean-optimal strategyũ is weakly pathwise optimal, and the optimal
long time-average loss satisfies the ergodic theorem LT(ũ)→ L⋆ in L1.

Remark 2.14.We have assumed throughout that the loss functionℓ is dominated in
L1. If the loss is in fact dominated inL2, that is,|ℓ(u,ω)| ≤Λ(ω) with Λ ∈ L2, then
the assumption of Theorem 2.13 is evidently implied by the natural assumption

1
T

T

∑
k=1

esssup
u,u′∈U0

|E[{ℓ̄0(u)◦T−k} ℓ̄0(u
′)|Y−∞,0]|

T→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1,

and in this caseLT(ũ)→ L⋆ in L2 (by dominated convergence). The additional trun-
cation in Theorem 2.13 is included only to obtain a result that holds inL1.

Conceptually, as in Theorem 2.6, the assumption of Theorem 2.13 combines a
conditional mixing assumption and a complexity assumption. Indeed, the condi-
tional weak mixing property relative toY−∞,0 (Definition 1.5) implies that

1
T

T

∑
k=1

|E[{ f ◦T−k} g|Y−∞,0]−E[ f ◦T−k|Y−∞,0]E[g|Y−∞,0]|
T→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1

for every f ,g ∈ L2 (indeed, for simple functionsf ,g this follows directly from the
definition, and the claim for generalf ,g follows by approximation inL2). Therefore,
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in the absence of the essential supremum, the assumption of Theorem 2.13 reduces
essentially to the assumption that the dynamical system(Ω ,B,P,T) is conditionally
weak mixing relative toY−∞,0. However, Theorem 2.13 requires in addition that
the convergence in the definition of the conditional weak mixing property holds
uniformly with respect to the possible decisionsu∈ U0. This will be the case when
the loss functionℓ is not too complex (cf. section 3). For example, in the extreme
case where the decision spaceU is finite, uniformity is automatic, and thus Theorem
1.8 in the introduction follows immediately from Theorem 2.13.

Recall that a pathwise optimal strategy is necessarily weakly pathwise optimal.
This is reflected, for example, in Theorems 1.7 and 1.8: indeed, note that

‖P[A∩TkB|Z]−P[A|Z]P[TkB|Z]‖1

= ‖E[{1A−P[A|Z]}1TkB|Z]‖1

≤ ‖E[{1A−P[A|Z]}P[TkB|Tk−nX]|Z]‖1+ ‖1TkB−P[TkB|Tk−nX]‖1

≤ ‖P[A|Z∨Tk−nX]−P[A|Z]‖1+ ‖1B−P[B|T−nX]‖1

for anyn,k, so that the conditionalK-property implies the conditional weak mix-
ing property (relative to anyσ -field Z) by letting k → ∞, thenn → ∞. Along the
same lines, one can show that a slight variation of the assumptions of Theorem 2.6
imply the assumption of Theorem 2.13 (modulo minor issues oftruncation, which
could have been absorbed in Theorem 2.6 also at the expense ofheavier notation).
It is not entirely obvious, at first sight, how far apart the conclusions of our main
results really are. For example, in the setting of full information, cf. Example 2.10,
the assumption of Theorem 2.13 holds automatically (as thenℓ̄M

0 (u)◦T−k is Y−∞,0-
measurable for everyu∈ U0 andk≥ 1). Moreover, the reader can easily verify that
in all the examples we have given where no pathwise optimal strategy exists (Ex-
amples 1.2, 1.3, 2.8, 2.9), even the existence of a weakly pathwise optimal strategy
fails. It is therefore tempting to assume that in a typical situation where a weakly
pathwise optimal strategy exists, there will likely also bea pathwise optimal strat-
egy. The following example, which is a manifestation of a rather surprising result in
ergodic theory due to Conze [6], provides some evidence to the contrary.

Example 2.15 (Generic transformations).In this example, we fix the probability
space(Ω ,B,P), whereΩ = [0,1] with its Borelσ -field B and the Lebesgue mea-
sureP. We will consider the decision spaceU = {0,1} and loss functionℓ defined
as

ℓ(u,ω) =−u(1[0,1/2](ω)−1/2) for (u,ω) ∈U ×Ω .

Moreover, we will consider the setting of blind decisions, that is,Y is trivial.
We have not yet defined a transformationT. Our aim is to prove the following:for

a generic invertible measure-preserving transformation T, there is a mean-optimal
strategyũ that is weakly pathwise optimal but not pathwise optimal. This shows not
only that there can be a substantial gap between Theorems 1.7and 1.8, but that this
is in fact the typical situation (at least in the sense of weaktopology).
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Let us recall some basic notions. Denote byT the set of all invertible measure-
preserving transformations of(Ω ,B,P). The weak topology onT is the topology
generated by the basic neighborhoodsB(T0,B,ε) = {T ∈T : P[TB△T0B]< ε} for
all T0 ∈ T , B∈B, ε > 0. A property is said to hold for agenerictransformation if
it holds for every transformationT in a denseGδ subset ofT . A well-known result
of Halmos [13] states that a generic transformation is weak mixing. Therefore, for
a generic transformation, any mean-optimal strategyũ is weakly pathwise optimal
by Theorem 1.8. This proves the first part of our statement.

Of course, in the present setting,E[ℓk(u)|Y0,k] = E[ℓk(u)] = 0 for every decision
u ∈ U . Therefore,everyadmissible strategyu is mean-optimal, and the optimal
mean loss is given byL⋆ = 0, regardless of the choice of transformationT ∈ T . It
is natural to choose a stationary strategyũ (for example, ˜uk = 1 for all k) so that
limT→∞ LT(ũ) = L⋆ a.s. We will show that for a generic transformation, the strategy
ũ is not pathwise optimal. To this end, it evidently suffices tofind another strategy
u such that liminfT→∞ LT(u)< L⋆ with positive probability.

To this end, we use the following result of Conze that can be read off from the
proof of [6, Theorem 5]: there exists a sequencenk ↑ ∞ with k/nk → 1/2 such that
for every 0< α < 1 and 1/2< λ < 1, a generic transformationT satisfies

P
[

limsup
N→∞

1
N

N

∑
k=1

1[0,1/2] ◦Tnk ≥ λ
]

≥ 1−α.

Define the strategyu such thatun = 1 if n= nk for somek, andun = 0 otherwise.
Then, for a generic transformationT, we have with probability at least 1−α

lim inf
T→∞

LnT (u) =− limsup
T→∞

1
nT

T

∑
k=1

(1[0,1/2] ◦Tnk −1/2)≤−
2λ −1

4
.

In words, we have shown that for a generic transformationT, the time-average loss
of the mean-optimal strategỹu exceeds that of the strategyu infinitely often by
almost 1/4 with almost unit probability. Thus the mean-optimal strategy ũ fails to
be pathwise optimal in a very strong sense, and our claim is established.

Example 2.15 only shows that there is a mean-optimal strategy ũ that is weakly
pathwise optimal but not pathwise optimal. It does not make any statement about
whether or not a pathwise optimal strategyu⋆ actually exists. However, we do not
know of any mechanism that might lead to pathwise optimalityin such a setting. We
therefore conjecture that for a generic transformation a pathwise optimal strategy
in fact fails to exist at all, so that (unlike in the full information setting) pathwise
optimality and weak pathwise optimality are really distinct notions.

The result of Conze used in Example 2.15 originates from a deep problem in
ergodic theory that aims to understand the validity of individual ergodic theorems
for subsequences, cf. [6, 2] and the references therein. A general characterization of
such ergodic properties does not appear to exist, which suggests that the pathwise
optimality property may be difficult to characterize beyondgeneral sufficient con-
ditions such as Theorem 2.6. In contrast, the weak pathwise optimality property is
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much more regularly behaved. The following theorem, which will be proved in sec-
tion 4.4 below, provides a complete characterization of weak pathwise optimality in
the special case that the observation fieldY is invariant.

Theorem 2.16.Let (Ω ,B,P,T) be an ergodic dynamical system, and suppose that
(Ω ,B,P) is a standard probability space and thatY ⊆ B is an invariantσ -field
(that is,Y= T−1Y). Then the following are equivalent:

1. (Ω ,B,P,T) conditionally weak mixing relative toY.
2. For every bounded loss functionℓ : U × Ω → R with finite decision space

cardU < ∞, there exists a weakly pathwise optimal strategy.

The invariance ofY is automatic in the setting of blind decisions (asY is trivial),
in which case Theorem 2.16 yields a decision-theoretic characterization of the weak
mixing property. In more general observation models, invariance ofY may be an un-
natural requirement from the point of view of decisions under partial information,
as it implies that there is no information gain over time. On the other hand, appli-
cations of the notion of conditional weak mixing relative toa σ -field Z in ergodic
theory almost always assume thatZ is invariant (e.g., [26]). Theorem 2.16 yields a
decision-theoretic interpretation of this property by choosingY= Z.

3 Complexity and conditional ergodicity

3.1 Universal complexity assumptions

The goal of this section is to develop complexity assumptions on the loss function
ℓ that ensure that the uniform convergence assumptions in ourmain results hold
regardless of any properties of the transformationT or observationsY. While such
universal complexity assumptions are not always necessary(for example, in the full
information setting uniform convergence holds regardlessof the loss function), they
frequently hold in practice and provide easily verifiable conditions that ensure that
our results hold in a broad class of decision problems with partial information.

The simplest assumption is Grothendieck’s notion of equimeasurability [12].

Definition 3.1. The loss functionℓ : U ×Ω →R on the probability space(Ω ,B,P)
is said to beequimeasurableif for every ε > 0, there existsΩε ∈ B with P[Ωε ] ≥
1−ε such that the class of functions{ℓ0(u)1Ωε : u∈U} is totally bounded inL∞(P).

The beauty of this simple notion is that it ensures uniform convergence of almost
anything. In particular, we obtain the following results.

Lemma 3.2.Suppose that the loss functionℓ is equimeasurable. Then Assumption
2 of Corollary 2.11 holds, and thus Assumption 2 of Theorem 2.6 holds as well,
provided thatX is a generatingσ -field (that is,

∨

n T−nX=B).
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Proof. Let us establish the first line of Assumption 2. Fixε > 0 andΩε as in Def-
inition 3.1. Then there existN < ∞ measurable functionsl1, . . . , lN : Ω → R such
that for everyu∈U , there existsk(u) ∈ {1, . . . ,N} such that

‖ℓ0(u)1Ωε − lk(u)1Ωε‖∞ ≤ ε

(andu 7→ k(u) can clearly be chosen to be measurable). It follows that

esssup
u∈U0

∣

∣E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0∨T−nX]− ℓ0(u)
∣

∣≤ max
1≤k≤N

∣

∣E[lk1Ωε |Y−∞,0∨T−nX]− lk1Ωε

∣

∣

+2ε +E[Λ1Ωc
ε |Y−∞,0∨T−nX]+Λ1Ωc

ε .

AsX is generating, the martingale convergence theorem gives

limsup
n→∞

∥

∥

∥

∥

esssup
u∈U0

∣

∣E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0∨T−nX]− ℓ0(u)
∣

∣

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
≤ 2ε +E[2Λ1Ωc

ε ].

Letting ε ↓ 0 yields the first line of Assumption 2. The remaining statements of
Assumption 2 follow by an essentially identical argument. ⊓⊔

Lemma 3.3.Suppose that the following conditional mixing assumption holds:

lim
M→∞

limsup
T→∞

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
T

T

∑
k=1

|E[{ℓ̄M
0 (u)◦T−k} ℓ̄M

0 (u′)|Y−∞,0]|

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
= 0 for every u,u′ ∈U.

If the loss functionℓ is equimeasurable, then the assumption of Theorem 2.13 holds.

Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 3.2 and is thereforeomitted. ⊓⊔

As an immediate consequence of these lemmas, we have:

Corollary 3.4. The conclusions of Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 remain in force if theas-
sumption that U is finite is replaced by the assumption thatℓ is equimeasurable.

We now give a simple condition for equimeasurability that suffices in many cases.
It is closely related to a result of Mokobodzki (cf. [9, Theorem IX.19]).

Lemma 3.5.Suppose that U is a compact metric space and that u7→ ℓ(u,ω) is
continuous for a.e.ω ∈ Ω . Thenℓ is equimeasurable.

Proof. AsU is a compact metric space (with metricd), it is certainly separable. Let
U0 ⊆U be a countable dense set, and define the functions

bn = sup
u,u′∈U0:d(u,u′)≤n−1

|ℓ0(u)− ℓ0(u
′)|.

bn is measurable, as it is the supremum of countably many randomvariables. More-
over, for almost everyω , the functionu 7→ ℓ(u,ω) is uniformly continuous (being
continuous on a compact metric space). Therefore,bn ↓ 0 a.s. asn→ ∞.
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By Egorov’s theorem, there exists for everyε > 0 a setΩε with P[Ωε ] ≥ 1− ε
such that‖bn1Ωε‖∞ ↓ 0. We claim that{ℓ0(u)1Ωε : u∈U} is compact inL∞. Indeed,
for any sequence(un)n≥1⊆U we may choose a subsequence(unk)k≥1 that converges
to u∞ ∈ U . Then for everyr, we have|ℓ0(unk)− ℓ0(u∞)| ≤ br for all k sufficiently
large, and therefore‖ℓ0(unk)1Ωε − ℓ0(u∞)1Ωε‖∞ → 0. ⊓⊔

Let us give two standard examples of decision problems (cf. [1, 24]).

Example 3.6 (ℓp-prediction).Consider the stochastic process setting(X,Y), and let
f be a bounded function. The aim is, at each timek, to choose a predictoruk of
f (Xk+1) on the basis of the observation historyY0, . . . ,Yk. We aim to minimize the
pathwise time-averageℓp-prediction loss1

T ∑T
k=1 |uk − f (Xk+1)|

p (p ≥ 1). This is
a particular decision problem with partial information, where the loss function is
given byℓ0(u) = |u− f (X1)|

p and the decision space isU = [infx f (x),supx f (x)]. It
is immediate thatℓ is equimeasurable by Lemma 3.5.

Example 3.7 (Log-optimal portfolios).Consider a market withd securities (e.g.,d−
1 stocks and one bond) whose returns in dayk are given by the random variableXk

with values inRd
+. The decision spaceU = {p∈ Rd

+ : ∑d
i=1 pi = 1} is the simplex:

ui
k represents the fraction of wealth invested in theith security in dayk. The total

wealth at timeT is therefore given by∏T
k=1〈uk,Xk〉. We only have access to partial

informationYk in dayk, e.g., from news reports. We aim to choose an investment
strategy on the basis of the available information that maximizes the wealth, or,
equivalently, its growth1

T ∑T
k=1 log〈uk,Xk〉. This corresponds to a decision problem

with partial information for the loss functionℓ0(u) =− log〈u,X0〉.
In order for the loss to be dominated inL1, we impose the mild assumption

E[Λ ] < ∞ with Λ = ∑d
i=1 | logXi

0|. We claim that the lossℓ is then also equimeasur-
able. Indeed, asE[Λ ]<∞, the returns must satisfyXi

0 > 0 a.s. for everyi. Therefore,
equimeasurability follows directly from Lemma 3.5.

As we have seen above, equimeasurability follows easily when the loss function
possesses some mild pointwise continuity properties. However, there are situations
when this may not be the case. In particular, suppose thatℓ(u,ω) only takes the
values 0 and 1, that is, our decisions are sets (as may be the case, for example, in
predicting the shape of an oil spill or in sequential classification problems). In such a
case, equimeasurability will rarely hold, and it is of interest to investigate alternative
complexity assumptions. As we will presently explain, equimeasurability is almost
necessary to obtain a universal complexity assumption for Corollary 2.11; however,
in the setting of Theorem 2.6, the assumption can be weakenedconsiderably.

The simplicity of the equimeasurability assumption hides the fact that there are
two distinct uniformity assumptions in Corollary 2.11: we require uniform conver-
gence of both martingales and reverse martingales, which are quite distinct phenom-
ena (cf. [18, 17]). The uniform convergence of martingales can be restrictive.

Example 3.8 (Uniform martingale convergence).Let (Gn)n≥1 be a filtration such
that eachGn = σ{πn} is generated by a finite measurable partitionπn of the prob-
ability space(Ω ,B,P). Let L : N×Ω → R a bounded function such thatL(u, ·) is
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G∞-measurable for everyu ∈ N. ThenE[L(u, ·)|Gn] → L(u, ·) a.s. for everyu. We
claim that if this martingale convergence is in fact uniform, that is,

sup
u∈N

|E[L(u, ·)|Gn]−L(u, ·)|
n→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1,

thenL must necessarily be equimeasurable. To see this, let us firstextract a subse-
quencenk ↑∞ along which the uniform martingale convergence holds a.s. Fix ε > 0.
By Egorov’s theorem, there exists a setΩε with P[Ωε ]≥ 1− ε such that

sup
u∈N

‖E[L(u, ·)|Gnk ]1Ωε −L(u, ·)1Ωε‖∞
k→∞
−−−→ 0.

Therefore, for everyα > 0, there existsk such that

sup
u∈N

‖α⌊α−1E[L(u, ·)|Gnk ]1Ωε ⌋−L(u, ·)1Ωε‖∞ ≤ 2α.

But asGn is finitely generated, we can write

E[L(u, ·)|Gn]1Ωε = ∑
P∈πn

Ln,u,P1P∩Ωε ,

with |Ln,u,P| ≤ ‖L‖∞ for all n,u,P. In particular,{α⌊α−1E[L(u, ·)|Gn]1Ωε ⌋ : u∈N}
is a finite family of random variables for everyn. We have therefore established that
the family{L(u, ·)1Ωε : u∈N} is totally bounded inL∞.

In the context of Corollary 2.11, the previous example can beinterpreted as fol-
lows. Suppose that the observations are finite-valued, thatis,Y is a finitely generated
σ -field. Let us suppose, for simplicity, that the decision spaceU is countable (the
same conclusion holds for generalU modulo some measurability issues). Then, if
the third line of Assumption 2 in Corollary 2.11 holds, then the conditioned loss
E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0] is necessarily equimeasurable. While it is possible that the condi-
tioned loss is equimeasurable even when the lossℓ is not (e.g., in the case of blind
decisions), this is somewhat unlikely to be the case given a nontrivial observation
structure. Therefore, it appears that equimeasurability is almost necessary to obtain
universal complexity assumptions in the setting of Corollary 2.11.

The situation is much better in the setting of Theorem 2.6, however. While the
first line of Assumption 2 in Theorem 2.6 is still a uniform martingale convergence
property, theσ -fieldX cannot be finitely generated except in trivial cases. In fact, in
many cases the lossℓ will be T−nX-measurable for somen< ∞, in which case the
first line of Assumption 2 is automatically satisfied (in particular, in the stochastic
process setting, this will be the case forfinitary lossℓ0(u) = l(u,Xn1, . . . ,Xnk) if we
chooseX= σ{Xk,Yk : k≤ 0}). The remainder of Assumption 2 is a uniform reverse
martingale convergence property, which holds under much weaker assumptions.

Definition 3.9. The lossℓ : U ×Ω →R on (Ω ,B) is said to beuniversally bracket-
ing if for every probability measureP andε,M > 0, the family{ℓ0(u)1Λ≤M : u∈U}
can be covered by finitely many brackets{ f : g≤ f ≤ h} with ‖g−h‖L1(P) ≤ ε.
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Lemma 3.10.Let(Ω ,B) be a standard space, and letX,Y be countably generated.
Suppose the lossℓ is universally bracketing and finitary (that is, for some n∈ Z,
ℓ0(u) is T−nX-measurable for all u∈U). Then Assumption 2 of Theorem 2.6 holds.

Proof. The finitary assumption trivially implies the first line of Assumption 2. The
second line follows along the lines of the proof of [17, Corollary 1.4(2⇒7)].5 ⊓⊔

To show that universal bracketing can be much weaker than equimeasurability,
we give a simple example in the context of set estimation.

Example 3.11 (Confidence intervals).Consider the stochastic process setting(X,Y)
whereX takes values in the set[−1,1], and fixε > 0. We would like to pin down the
value ofXk up to precisionε; that is, we want to chooseuk ∈ [−1,1] as a function
of the observationsY0, . . . ,Yk such thatuk ≤ Xk < uk+ε as often as possible. This is
a partial information decision problem with loss functionℓ0(u) = 1R\[u,u+ε[(X0).

The proof of the universal bracketing property ofℓ is standard. GivenP and
ε > 0, we choose−1= a0 < a1 < · · · < an = 1 (for some finiten) in such a way
that P[ai < X0 < ai+1] ≤ ε for all i (note that every atom ofX0 with probability
greater thanε is one of the valuesai). Put each functionℓ0(u) such thatu = ai

or u+ ε = ai for somei in its own bracket, and consider the additional brackets
{ f : 1R\]ai−1,a j+1[ ≤ f ≤ 1R\[ai ,a j ]} for all 1≤ i ≤ j < n. Then evidently each of the
brackets has diameter not exceeding 2ε, and for everyu∈ U the functionℓ0(u) is
included in one of the brackets thus constructed.

On the other hand, whenever the law ofX0 is not purely atomic, the lossℓ cannot
be equimeasurable. Indeed, as‖ℓ0(u)1Ωε − ℓ0(u′)1Ωε‖∞ = 1 wheneverℓ0(u)1Ωε 6=
ℓ0(u′)1Ωε , it is impossible for{ℓ0(u)1Ωε : u ∈ U} to be totally bounded inL∞ for
any infinite setΩε (and therefore for any set of sufficiently large measure).

In [17] a detailed characterization is given of the universal bracketing property.
In particular, it is shown that a uniformly bounded, separable lossℓ on a standard
measurable space is universally bracketing if and only if{ℓ0(u) : u ∈ U} is a uni-
versal Glivenko-Cantelli class, that is, a class of functions for which the law of
large numbers always holds uniformly. Many useful methods have been developed
in empirical process theory to verify this property, cf. [10, 29]. In particular, for a
separable{0,1}-valued loss, a very useful sufficient condition is that{ℓ0(u) : u∈U}
is a Vapnik-Chervonenkis class. We refer to [17, 10, 29] for further details.

3.2 Conditional absolute regularity

In the previous section, we have developed universal complexity assumptions that
are applicable regardless of other details of the model. In the present section, we

5 The pointwise separability assumption in [17, Corollary 1.4(2⇒7)] is not needed here, as the
essential supremum can be reduced to a countable supremum asin the proof of Lemma 2.5.
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will in some sense take the opposite approach: we will develop a sufficient condi-
tion for a stronger version of the conditionalK-property (in the stochastic process
setting) under which no complexity assumptions are needed.This shows that there
is a tradeoff between mixing and complexity; if the mixing assumption is strength-
ened, then the complexity assumption can be weakened. An additional advantage of
the sufficient condition to be presented is that it is in practice one of the most easily
verifiable conditions that ensures the conditionalK-property.

In the remainder of this section, we will work in the stochastic process setting.
Let (X,Y) be a stationary ergodic process taking values in the Polish spaceE×F.
We defineYn,m = σ{Yk : n≤ k≤ m} andXn,m = σ{Xk : n≤ k≤ m} for n≤ m, and
we consider the observation and generating fieldsY = σ{Y0}, X = X−∞,0∨Y−∞,0.
In this setting, the conditionalK-property relative toY−∞,0 reduces to

∞
⋂

k=1

(Y−∞,0∨X−∞,−k) = Y−∞,0 modP.

If Y is trivial (that is, the observationsY are noninformative), this reduces to the
statement thatX has a trivial past tailσ -field, that is,X is regular (or purely nonde-
terministic) in the sense of Kolmogorov. This property is often fairly easy to check:
for example, any Markov chain whose law converges weakly to aunique invari-
ant measure is regular (cf. [28, Prop. 3]). WhenY is nontrivial, the conditional
K-property is generally not so easy to check, however. We therefore give a con-
dition, arising from filtering theory [27], that allows to deduce conditional mixing
properties from their more easily verifiable unconditionalcounterparts.

We will require two assumptions. The first assumption statesthat the pair(X,Y)
is absolutely regular in the sense of Volkonskiı̆ and Rozanov [30] (this property is
also known asβ -mixing). Absolute regularity is a strengthening of the regularity
property; assuming regularity of(X,Y) is not sufficient for what follows [16]. Many
techniques have been developed to verify the absolute regularity property; for ex-
ample, any Harris recurrent and aperiodic Markov chain is absolutely regular [22].

Definition 3.12.The process(X,Y) is said to beabsolutely regularif

∥

∥P[(Xk,Yk)k≥n ∈ ·|X−∞,0∨Y−∞,0]−P[(Xk,Yk)k≥n ∈ · ]
∥

∥

TV
n→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1.

By itself, however, absolute regularity of(X,Y) is not sufficient for the con-
ditional K-property, as can be seen in Example 1.3. In this example, therelation
between the processesX andY is very singular, so that things go wrong when we
condition. The following nondegeneracy assumption rules out this possibility.

Definition 3.13.The process(X,Y) is said to benondegenerateif

P[Y1, . . . ,Ym ∈ ·|Z−∞,0∨Zm+1,∞]∼ P[Y1, . . . ,Ym ∈ ·|Y−∞,0∨Ym+1,∞] a.s.

for every 1≤ m< ∞, whereZn,m := Xn,m∨Yn,m.
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The nondegeneracy assumption ensures that the null sets of the law of the obser-
vationsY do not depend too much on the unobserved processX. The assumption is
often easily verified. For example, ifYk = f (Xk)+ηk whereηk is an i.i.d. sequence
of random variables with strictly positive density, then the conditional distributions
in Definition 3.13 have strictly positive densities and are therefore equivalent a.s.

Theorem 3.14 ([27]).If (X,Y) is absolutely regular and nondegenerate, then

∞
⋂

k=1

(Y−∞,0∨X−∞,−k) = Y−∞,0 modP.

Theorem 3.14 provides a practical method to check the conditional K-property.
However, the proof of Theorem 3.14 actually yields a much stronger statement. It is
shown in [27, Theorem 3.5] that if(X,Y) is absolutely regular and nondegenerate,
thenX is conditionallyabsolutely regular relative toY−∞,∞ in the sense that

∥

∥P[(Xk)k≥n ∈ ·|X−∞,0∨Y−∞,∞]−P[(Xk)k≥n ∈ ·|Y−∞,∞]
∥

∥

TV
n→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1.

Moreover, it is shown6 that under the same assumptions [27, Proposition 3.9]

P[(Xk)k≤0 ∈ ·|Y−∞,0]∼ P[(Xk)k≤0 ∈ ·|Y−∞,∞] a.s.

From these properties, we can deduce the following result.

Theorem 3.15.In the setting of the present section, suppose that(X,Y) is absolutely
regular and nondegenerate, and consider a loss function of the formℓ0(u)= l(u,X0).
Then the conclusions of Theorem 2.6 hold.

The key point about Theorem 3.15 is that no complexity assumption is imposed:
the loss functionl(u,x) may be an arbitrary measurable function (as long as it is
dominated inL1 in accordance with our standing assumption). The explanation for
this is that the conditional absolute regularity property is so strong that the reg-
ular conditional probabilitiesP[X0 ∈ ·|Y−∞,∞ ∨X−∞,−n] converge in total variation.
Therefore, the corresponding reverse martingales converge uniformly over any dom-
inated family of measurable functions. The strength of the conditional mixing prop-
erty therefore eliminates the need for any additional complexity assumptions. In
contrast, we may certainly have pathwise optimal strategies when absolute regular-
ity fails, but then a complexity assumption is essential (cf. Example 2.8).

The proof of Theorem 3.15 will be given in section 4.5. The proof is a straightfor-
ward adaptation of Theorem 2.6; unfortunately, the fact that the conditional absolute
regularity property is relative toY−∞,∞ rather thanY−∞,0 complicates a direct veri-
fication of the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 (while this shouldbe possible along the
lines of [27], we will follow the simpler route here). The results of [27] could also

6 Some of the statements in [27] are time-reversed as comparedto their counterparts stated here.
However, as both the absolute regularity and the nondegeneracy assumptions are invariant under
time reversal (cf. [30] for the former; the latter is trivial), the present statements follow immediately.
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be used to obtain the conclusion of Corollary 2.11 in the setting of Theorem 3.15
under somewhat stronger nondegeneracy assumptions.

3.3 Hidden Markov models and nonlinear filters

The goal of the present section is to explore some implications of our results to
filtering theory. For simplicity of exposition, we will restrict attention to the classical
setting of (general state space) hidden Markov models (see,e.g., [4]).

We adopt the stochastic process setting and notations of theprevious section. In
addition, we assume that(X,Y) is a hidden Markov model, that is, a Markov chain
whose transition kernel can be factored asP̃(x,y,dx′,dy′) = P(x,dx′)Φ(x′,dy′).
This implies that the processX is a Markov chain in its own right, and that the
observationsY are conditionally independent givenX. In the following, we will as-
sume that the observation kernelΦ has a density, that is,Φ(x,dy) = g(x,y)ϕ(dy)
for some measurable functiong and reference measureϕ .

A fundamental object in this theory is the nonlinear filterΠk, defined as

Πk := P[Xk ∈ ·|Y0, . . . ,Yk].

The measure-valued processΠ = (Πk)k≥0 is itself a (nonstationary) Markov chain
[16] with transition kernelP. To study the stationary behavior of the filter, which
is of substantial interest in applications (see, for example, [15] and the references
therein), one must understand the relationship between theergodic properties ofX
andΠ . The following result, proved in [16], is essentially due toKunita [20].

Theorem 3.16.Suppose that the transition kernel P possesses a unique invariant
measure (that is, X is uniquely ergodic). Then the filter transition kernelP pos-
sesses a unique invariant measure (that is,Π is uniquely ergodic) if and only if

∞
⋂

k=1

(Y−∞,0∨X−∞,−k) = Y−∞,0 modP.

Evidently, ergodicity of the filter is closely related to theconditionalK-property.
We will exploit this fact to prove a new optimality property of nonlinear filters.

The usual interpretation of the filterΠk is that one aims to track to current loca-
tion Xk of the unobserved process on the basis of the observation history Y0, . . . ,Yk.
By the elementary property of conditional expectations,Πk( f ) provides, for any
bounded test functionf , an optimal mean-square error estimate off (Xk):

E
[

{ f (Xk)−Πk( f )}2]≤ E
[

{ f (Xk)− f̂k(Y0, . . . ,Yk)}
2] for any measurablêfk.

This interpretation may not be satisfying, however, if onlyone sample path of the
observations is available (recall Examples 1.2 and 1.3): one would rather show that
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lim inf
T→∞

[

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{ f (Xk)− f̂k(Y0, . . . ,Yk)}
2−

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{ f (Xk)−Πk( f )}2

]

≥ 0 a.s.

for any alternative sequence of estimators( f̂k)k≥0. If this property holds for any
bounded test functionf , the filter will be said to bepathwise optimal.

Corollary 3.17. Suppose that the filtering processΠ is uniquely ergodic. Then the
filter is both mean-square optimal and pathwise optimal.

Proof. Note that the filterΠk( f ) is the mean-optimal policy for the partial informa-
tion decision problem with lossℓ0(u) = { f (X0)−u}2. As the latter is equimeasur-
able, the result follows directly from Theorem 3.16 and Corollary 2.11. ⊓⊔

The interaction between our main results and the ergodic theory of nonlinear
filters is therefore twofold. On the one hand, our main results imply that ergodic
nonlinear filters are always pathwise optimal. Conversely,Theorem 3.16 shows that
ergodicity of the filter is a sufficient condition for our mainresults to hold in the
context of hidden Markov models with equimeasurable loss. This provides another
route to establishing the conditionalK-property: the filtering literature provides a
variety of methods to verify ergodicity of the filter [14, 5, 7, 27]. It should be noted,
however, that ergodicity of the filter is not necessary for the conditionalK-property
to hold, even in the setting of hidden Markov models.

Example 3.18.Consider the hidden Markov model(X,Y) whereX is the station-
ary Markov chain such thatX0 ∼ Uniform([0,1]) and Xk+1 = 2Xk mod1,Yk = 0
for all k ∈ Z (that is, we have noninformative observations). Clearly the tail σ -
field

⋂

nX−∞,n is nontrivial, and thus the filter fails to be ergodic by Theorem 3.16.
Nonetheless, we claim that the conditionalK-property holds, so that our main results
apply for any equimeasurable loss; in particular, the filteris pathwise optimal.

The key point is that, even in the hidden Markov model setting, one need not
choose the “canonical” generatingσ -field X = X−∞,0 in Definition 1.6. In the
present example, we choose insteadX = σ{1Xk>1/2 : k ≤ 0}. To verify the condi-
tionalK-property, note that(1Xk>1/2)k∈Z are i.i.d. Bernoulli(1/2) random variables
and

Xk =
∞

∑
ℓ=0

2−ℓ−11Xk+ℓ>1/2 a.s. for allk∈ Z.

ThusX⊂ T−1X by construction,
∨

k T−kX= σ{Xn : n∈ Z} is a generatingσ -field,
and

⋂

k TkX is trivial by the Kolmogorov zero-one law.

Let us now consider the decision problem in the setting of a hidden Markov
model with equimeasurable loss functionℓ0(u) = l(u,X0). If the filter is ergodic,
then Corollary 3.4 ensures that the mean-optimal strategyũ is pathwise optimal. In
this setting, the mean-optimal strategy can be expressed interms of the filter:

ũk = argmin
u∈U

E[l(u,Xk)|Y0, . . . ,Yk] = argmin
u∈U

∫

l(u,x)Πk(dx).
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When Xk takes values in a finite setE = {1, . . . ,d}, the filter can be recursively
computed in a straightforward manner [4]. In this case, the mean-optimal strategy
ũ can be implemented directly. On the other hand, whenE is a continuous space,
the conditional measureΠk is an infinite-dimensional object which cannot be com-
puted exactly except in special cases. However,Πk can often be approximated very
efficiently by recursive Monte Carlo approximationsΠN

k = 1
N ∑N

i=1δZN
k (i), known

as particle filters [4], that converge to the true filterΠk as the number of particles
increasesN → ∞. This suggests to approximate the mean-optimal strategyũ by

ũk ≈ ũN
k := argmin

u∈U

∫

l(u,x)ΠN
k (dx) = argmin

u∈U

1
N

N

∑
i=1

l(u,ZN
k (i)).

The strategỹuN is a type of sequential stochastic programming algorithm toapprox-
imate the mean-optimal strategy. In this setting, it is of interest to establish whether
the strategỹuN is in fact approximately pathwise optimal, at least in the weak sense.
To this end, we prove the following approximation lemma.

Lemma 3.19.In the hidden Markov model setting with equimeasurable lossℓ0(u)=
l(u,X0), suppose that the filter is ergodic, and letΠN

k be an approximation ofΠk. If

lim
N→∞

limsup
T→∞

E

[

1
T

T

∑
k=1

esssup
u∈U0,k

|ΠN
k (l(u, ·))−Πk(l(u, ·))|

]

= 0,

then the strategỹuN is approximately weakly pathwise optimal in the sense that

lim
N→∞

lim inf
T→∞

P[LT(u)−LT(ũN)≥−ε] = 1 for everyε > 0

holds for every admissible strategyu.

Proof. We begin by noting that

P[LT(u)−LT(ũN)<−ε]≤ P[LT(u)−LT(ũ)<−ε/2]+P[LT(ũN)−LT(ũ)> ε/2].

Under the present assumptions, the mean-optimal strategyũ is (weakly) pathwise
optimal. It follows7 as in the proof of Lemma 2.12 thatE[(LT(ũN)−LT(ũ))−]→ 0
asT → ∞, and we obtain for any admissible strategyu andε > 0

limsup
T→∞

P[LT(u)−LT(ũN)<−ε]≤
2
ε

limsup
T→∞

E[LT(ũN)−LT(ũ)].

To proceed, we estimate

7 As particle filters employ a random sampling mechanism, the strategyũN is technically speaking
not admissible in the sense of this paper:ΠN

k (and therefore ˜uN
k ) depends also on auxiliary sam-

pling variablesξ0, . . .,ξk that are independent ofY0, . . .,Yk. However, it is easily seen that all our
results still hold when suchrandomizedstrategies are considered. Indeed, it suffices to condition
on (ξk)k≥0, so that all our results apply immediately under the conditional distribution.
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E[LT(ũN)−LT(ũ)] = E

[

1
T

T

∑
k=1

∫

{l(ũN
k ,x)− l(ũk,x)}Πk(dx)

]

≤ E

[

1
T

T

∑
k=1

∫

{l(ũN
k ,x)− l(ũk,x)}ΠN

k (dx)

]

+2E

[

1
T

T

∑
k=1

esssup
u∈U0,k

|ΠN
k (l(u, ·))−Πk(l(u, ·))|

]

.

But note that by the definition of̃uN

∫

{l(ũN
k ,x)− l(ũk,x)}ΠN

k (dx) = inf
u∈U

∫

l(u,x)ΠN
k (dx)−

∫

l(ũk,x)ΠN
k (dx)≤ 0.

The proof is therefore easily completed by applying the assumption. ⊓⊔

Evidently, the key difficulty in this problem is to control the time-average error
of the filter approximation (in a norm determined by the loss functionl ) uniformly
over the time horizon. This problem is intimately related with the ergodic theory
of nonlinear filters. The requisite property follows from the results in [15] under
reasonable ergodicity assumptions but under very stringent complexity assumptions
on the loss (essentially that{l(u, ·) : u∈U} is uniformly Lipschitz). Alternatively,
one can apply the results in [8], which require exceedingly strong ergodicity as-
sumptions but weaker complexity assumptions. Let us note that one could similarly
obtain a pathwise version of Lemma 3.19, but the requisite pathwise approximation
property of particle filters has not been investigated in theliterature.

3.4 The conditions of Algoet, Weissman, Merhav, and Nobel

The aim of this section is to briefly discuss the assumptions imposed in previous
work on the pathwise optimality property due to Algoet [1], Weissman and Mer-
hav [32], and Nobel [24]. Let us emphasize that, while our results cover a much
broader range of decision problems, none of these previous results follow in their
entirety from our general results. This highlights once more that our results are, un-
fortunately, nowhere close to a complete characterizationof the pathwise optimality
property.

3.4.1 Algoet

Algoet’s results [1], which cover the full information setting only, were already
discussed at length in the introduction and in section 2.2. The existence of a pathwise
optimal strategy can be obtained in this setting under no additional assumptions
from Theorem 2.6, which even goes beyond Algoet’s result in that it gives an explicit
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expression for the optimal asymptotic loss. However, Algoet establishes that in fact
the mean-optimal strategỹu is pathwise optimal in this setting, while our general
Corollary 2.11 can only establish this under an additional complexity assumption.
We do not know whether this complexity assumption can be weakened in general.

3.4.2 Weissman and Merhav

Weissman and Merhav [32] consider the stochastic process setting (X,Y), where
Xk takes values in{0,1} andYk takes values inR for all k ∈ Z, and where the loss
function takes the formℓ0(u) = l(u,X1) and is assumed to be uniformly bounded.
As X is binary-valued, it is immediate that any loss functionl is equimeasurable.
Therefore, our results show that the mean-optimal strategyũ is pathwise optimal
whenever the model is a conditionalK-automorphism relative toY−∞,0.

The assumption imposed by Weissman and Merhav in [32] is as follows:

∞

∑
k=1

sup
r≥1

E[|P[Xr+k = a|Xr = a,Y0,r+k−1]−P[Xr+k = a|Y0,r+k−1]|]< ∞ for a= 0,1.

Using stationarity, this condition is equivalent to

∞

∑
k=0

sup
r≥1

E[|P[X1 = a|X−k = a,Y−r−k,0]−P[X1 = a|Y−r−k,0]|]< ∞ for a= 0,1,

which readily implies

∞

∑
k=0

E[|P[X1 = a|σ{X−k}∨Y−∞,0]−P[X1 = a|Y−∞,0]|]< ∞.

If theσ -field σ{X−k}∨Y−∞,0 could be replaced by the largerσ -fieldX−∞,−k∨Y−∞,0

in this expression, then Assumption 3 of Corollary 2.11 would follow immediately.
However, the smallerσ -field appears to yield a slightly better variant of the assump-
tion imposed in [32]. This is possible because the result is restricted to the special
choice of lossℓ0(u) = l(u,X1) that depends onX1 only. On the other hand, it is to
be expected that in most cases the assumption of [32] is much more stringent than
that of Corollary 2.11. Note that Assumption 3 of Corollary 2.11 is purely qual-
itative in nature: it states, roughly speaking, that twoσ -fields coincide. This is a
structural property of the model. On the other hand, the assumption of [32] is in-
herentlyquantitativein nature: it requires that a certain mixing property holds at
a sufficiently fast rate (the mixing coefficients must be summable). A quantitative
bound on the mixing rate is both much more restrictive and much harder to verify,
in general, as compared to a purely structural property.

In a sense, the approach of Weissman and Merhav is much closerin spirit to the
weak pathwise optimality results in this paper than it is to the pathwise optimality
results. Indeed, if we replace the weak pathwise optimalityproperty
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P[LT(u)−LT(u⋆)<−ε] T→∞
−−−→ 0 for everyε > 0

by its quantitative counterpart

∞

∑
T=1

P[LT(u)−LT(u⋆)<−ε]< ∞ for everyε > 0,

then pathwise optimality will automatically follow from the Borel-Cantelli lemma.
In the same spirit, if in Theorem 2.13 we replace the uniform conditional mixing
assumption by the corresponding quantitative counterpart

T

∑
k=1

E
[

esssup
u,u′∈U0

|E[{ℓ̄M
0 (u)◦T−k} ℓ̄M

0 (u′)|Y−∞,0]|

]

= O(Tα)

for someα < 1 (that may depend onM), then we easily obtain a pathwise version of
Lemma 4.7 below (using Etemadi’s well-known device [11]), and consequently the
conclusion of Theorem 2.13 is replaced by that of Theorem 2.6. It is unclear whether
such quantitative mixing conditions provide a distinct mechanism for pathwise op-
timality as compared to qualitative structural conditionsas in our main results.

3.4.3 Nobel

Nobel [24] considers the stochastic process setting(X,Y) with observations of the
additive formYk = Xk+Nk, whereN = (Nk)k∈Z is anL2-martingale difference se-
quence independent ofX. The loss function considered is the mean-square loss
ℓ0(u) = (u−X1)

2. This very special scenario is essential for the result given in [24];
on the other hand, it is not assumed that(X,Y) is even stationary or that the decision
spaceU is a compact set (whenU = R, the quadratic loss is not dominated). In
order to compare with our general results, we will additionally assume that(X,Y) is
stationary and ergodic and thatXk are uniformly bounded random variables (so that
we may chooseU = [−‖X1‖∞,‖X1‖∞] without loss of generality).

While this is certainly a decision problem with partial information, the key obser-
vation is that this special problem is in fact a decision problem with full information
in disguise. Indeed, note that we can write for any strategyu

LT(u) =
1
T

T

∑
k=1

(uk−Yk+1)
2+

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{X2
k+1−Y2

k+1}+
1
T

T

∑
k=1

2ukNk+1.

The last term of this expression converges to zero a.s. asT → ∞ for any admis-
sible strategyu by the martingale law of large numbers, as(ukNk+1)k∈Z is anL2-
martingale difference sequence. On the other hand, the second to last term of this
expression does not depend on the strategyu at all. Therefore,
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lim inf
T→∞

{LT(u)−LT(ũ)}= lim inf
T→∞

{

1
T

T

∑
k=1

(uk−Yk+1)
2−

1
T

T

∑
k=1

(ũk−Yk+1)
2

}

a.s.,

which corresponds to the decision problem with the full information lossℓ0(u) =
(u−Y1)

2. Thus pathwise optimality of the mean-optimal strategyũ follows from
Algoet’s result. (The main difficulty in [24] is to introducesuitable truncations to
deal with the lack of boundedness, which we avoided here.)

Of course, we could deduce the result from our general theoryin the same man-
ner: reduce first to a full information decision problem as above, and then invoke
Corollary 2.11 in the full information setting. However, a more relevant test of our
general theory might be to ask whether one can deduce the result directly from
Corollary 2.11, without first reducing to the full information setting. Unfortunately,
it is not clear whether it is possible, in general, to find a generatingσ -field X such
that Assumption 3 of Corollary 2.11 holds.

One might interpret the additive noise model as a type of “informative” observa-
tions: whileX cannot be reconstructed from the observationsY, the law ofX can
certainly be reconstructed from the law ofY even if the former were not knowna
priori (this idea is exploited in [32, 24] to devise universal prediction strategies that
do not require prior knowledge of the law ofX). In the hidden Markov model setting,
there is in fact a connection between “informative” observations and the conditional
K-property. In particular, if(X,Y) is a hidden Markov model whereXk takes a finite
number of values, andYk = Xk+ ξk whereξk are i.i.d. and independent ofX, then
the conditionalK-property holds, and we therefore have pathwise optimal strategies
for anydominated loss. This follows from observability conditions in the Markov
setting, cf. [5, section 6.2] and the references therein. However, the ideas that lead
to this result do not appear to extend to more general situations.

4 Proofs

4.1 Proof of Theorem 2.6

Throughout the proof, we fix a generatingσ -field X that satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 2.6. In the following, we define theσ -fields

Gn
k = Y−∞,k∨Tn−kX, G∞

k =
⋂

n

Gn
k.

Note thatGn
k is decreasing inn and increasing ink.

We begin by establishing the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1.For any admissible strategyu and any m,n∈ Z

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{E[ℓk(uk)|G
m
k ]−E[ℓk(uk)|G

n
k]}

T→∞
−−−→ 0 a.s.
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Proof. Assumem< n without loss of generality. Fixr < ∞, and define

∆ j
k = E[ℓk(uk)1Λ◦Tk≤r |G

j
k]−E[ℓk(uk)1Λ◦Tk≤r |G

j+1
k ]

for m≤ j < n. Then it is easily seen that we have the inequality

∣

∣

∣

∣

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{E[ℓk(uk)|G
m
k ]−E[ℓk(uk)|G

n
k]}

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤
n−1

∑
j=m

∣

∣

∣

∣

1
T

T

∑
k=1

∆ j
k

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{E[Λ1Λ>r |G
m
0 ]+E[Λ1Λ>r |G

n
0]} ◦Tk.

By the ergodic theorem, the second term on the right converges toκ(r) :=E[2Λ1Λ>r ]
a.s. asT → ∞. It remains to consider the first term.

To this end, note the inclusionsG j+1
k ⊆ G

j
k ⊆ G

j+1
k+1. It follows that

∆ j
k is G j+1

k+1-measurable, E[∆ j
k |G

j+1
k ] = 0, and|∆ j

k | ≤ 2r

for 0≤ j < n. Thus(∆ j
k)k≥1 is a uniformly bounded martingale difference sequence

with respect to the filtration(G j+1
k+1)k≥1, and we consequently have

1
T

T

∑
k=1

∆ j
k

T→∞
−−−→ 0 a.s.

by the simplest form of the martingale law of large numbers (indeed, it is easily seen
thatMn = ∑n

k=1 ∆ j
k/k is anL2-bounded martingale, so that the result follows from

the martingale convergence theorem and Kronecker’s lemma).
Putting together these results, we obtain

limsup
T→∞

∣

∣

∣

∣

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{E[ℓk(uk)|G
m
k ]−E[ℓk(uk)|G

n
k]}

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ κ(r) a.s.

for arbitraryr < ∞. Lettingr → ∞ completes the proof. ⊓⊔

We can now establish a lower bound on the loss of any strategy.

Corollary 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.6, we have

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{ℓk(uk)−E[ℓk(uk)|G
∞
k ]}

T→∞
−−−→ 0 a.s.

for any admissible strategyu. In particular,

lim inf
T→∞

LT(u)≥ E
[

essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|G
∞
0 ]
]

= L⋆ a.s.

Proof. We begin by noting that
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∣

∣

∣

∣

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{E[ℓk(uk)|G
n
k]−E[ℓk(uk)|G

∞
k ]}

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤
1
T

T

∑
k=1

esssup
u∈Uk

|E[ℓk(u)|G
n
k]−E[ℓk(u)|G

∞
k ]|

T→∞
−−−→ E

[

esssup
u∈U0

|E[ℓ0(u)|G
n
0]−E[ℓ0(u)|G

∞
0 ]|

]

a.s.

by the ergodic theorem. Similarly,

∣

∣

∣

∣

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{E[ℓk(uk)|G
m
k ]− ℓk(uk)}

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤
1
T

T

∑
k=1

esssup
u∈Uk

|E[ℓk(u)|G
m
k ]− ℓk(u)|

T→∞
−−−→ E

[

esssup
u∈U0

|E[ℓ0(u)|G
m
0 ]− ℓ0(u)|

]

a.s.

Therefore, using Lemma 4.1 and Assumption 2 of Theorem 2.6, the first statement
of the Corollary follows by lettingn→ ∞ andm→−∞.

For the second statement, it suffices to note that

1
T

T

∑
k=1

E[ℓk(uk)|G
∞
k ]≥

1
T

T

∑
k=1

essinf
u∈Uk

E[ℓk(u)|G
∞
k ]

T→∞
−−−→ L⋆ a.s.

by the ergodic theorem and Assumption 3 of Theorem 2.6. ⊓⊔

As was explained in the introduction, a pathwise optimal strategy could easily be
obtained of one can prove “ergodic tower property” of the form

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{ℓk(uk)−E[ℓk(uk)|Y0,k]}
T→∞
−−−→ 0 a.s. ?

Corollary 4.2 establishes just such a property, but where theσ -fieldY0,k is replaced
by the largerσ -field G∞

k . This yields a lower bound on the asymptotic loss, but it is
far from clear that one can choose aY0,k-adapted strategy that attains this bound.

Therefore, what remains is to show that there exists an admissible strategyu⋆ that
attains the lower bound in Corollary 4.2. A promising candidate is the mean-optimal
strategyũ. Unfortunately, we are not able to prove pathwise optimality of the mean-
optimal strategy in the general setting of Theorem 2.6. However, we will obtain a
pathwise optimal strategyu⋆ by a judicious modification of the mean-optimal strat-
egy ũ. The key idea is the following “uniform” version of the martingale conver-
gence theorem, which we prove following Neveu [23, Lemma V-2-9].

Lemma 4.3.The following holds:

essinf
u∈U−k,0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−k,0]
k→∞
−−−→ essinf

u∈U0
E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0] a.s. and in L1.

Proof. Using the construction of the essential supremum as in the proof of Lemma
2.5, we can choose for each 0≤ k< ∞ a countable familyUc

−k,0 ⊂ U−k,0 such that
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essinf
u∈U−k,0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−k,0] = inf
u∈Uc

−k,0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−k,0] a.s.,

and a countable familyUc
0 ⊂ U0 such that

essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0] = inf
u∈Uc

0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0] a.s.

For every 0≤ k < ∞, choose an arbitrary ordering(Un
k )n∈N of the elements of the

countable setUc
−k,0∪ (Uc

0∩U−k,0). Then we clearly have

Mk := essinf
u∈U−k,0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−k,0] = min
0≤l≤k

inf
n∈N

E[ℓ0(U
n
l )|Y−k,0] a.s.

and
M := essinf

u∈U0
E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0] = inf

0≤l<∞
inf
n∈N

E[ℓ0(U
n
l )|Y−∞,0] a.s.

Our aim is to prove thatMk → M a.s. and inL1 ask→ ∞.
We begin by noting that|Mk| ≤ E[Λ |Y−k,0]. Therefore, the sequence(Mk)k≥0 is

uniformly integrable. Moreover,(Mk)k≥0 is a supermartingale with respect to the
filtration (Y−k,0)k≥0: indeed, we can easily compute

E[Mk+1|Y−k,0]≤ E
[

min
0≤l≤k

inf
n∈N

E[ℓ0(U
n
l )|Y−k−1,0]

∣

∣

∣
Y−k,0

]

≤ Mk.

Thus Mk → M∞ a.s. and inL1 by the martingale convergence theorem for some
random variableM∞. We must now show thatM∞ = M a.s. Note that

M∞ = lim
k→∞

Mk ≤ lim
k→∞

E[ℓ0(U
n
l )|Y−k,0] = E[ℓ0(U

n
l )|Y−∞,0] a.s.

for everyn∈ N and 0≤ l < ∞, soM∞ ≤ M a.s. To complete the proof, it therefore
suffices to show thatE[M∞] = E[M].

To this end, define forN ∈ N and 0≤ k≤ ∞

MN
k = min

l≤N∧k
min
n≤N

E[ℓ0(U
n
l )|Y−k,0].

As (MN
k )k≥0 is again a supermartingale, clearlyE[MN

k ] is doubly nonincreasing ink
andN. The exchange of limits is therefore permitted, so that

E[M∞] = lim
k→∞

lim
N→∞

E[MN
k ] = lim

N→∞
lim
k→∞

E[MN
k ] = E[M].

This completes the proof. ⊓⊔

Corollary 4.4. Suppose that Assumption 3 of Theorem 2.6 holds. Then

E[ℓk(ũk)|G
∞
k ]◦T−k k→∞

−−−→ essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|G
∞
0 ] in L1.
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Proof. Defineûk = ũk◦T−k ∈ U−k,0, so that

E[ℓk(ũk)|G
∞
k ]◦T−k = E[ℓ0(ûk)|G

∞
0 ].

By stationarity and the definition of̃u, we have

E[E[ℓ0(ûk)|G
∞
0 ]] = E[E[ℓ0(ûk)|Y−k,0]]

≤ E
[

essinf
u∈U−k,0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−k,0]
]

+ k−1.

Therefore, by Lemma 4.3, we have

limsup
k→∞

E[E[ℓ0(ûk)|G
∞
0 ]]≤ E

[

essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0]
]

= L⋆.

On the other hand, note that

E[ℓ0(ûk)|G
∞
0 ]≥ essinf

u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|G
∞
0 ] a.s.

Using Assumption 3, we therefore have

limsup
k→∞

∥

∥

∥
E[ℓ0(ûk)|G

∞
0 ]−essinf

u∈U0
E[ℓ0(u)|G

∞
0 ]
∥

∥

∥

1
≤ 0.

This completes the proof. ⊓⊔

We are now in the position to construct the pathwise optimal strategyu⋆. By
Corollary 4.4, we can choose a (nonrandom) sequencekn ↑ ∞ such that

E[ℓkn(ũkn)|G
∞
kn
]◦T−kn n→∞

−−−→ essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|G
∞
0 ] a.s.

Let us define
u⋆k = ũkn ◦Tk−kn for kn ≤ k< kn+1, n∈N.

Then clearlyu⋆ = (u⋆k)k≥1 is an admissible strategy.

Lemma 4.5.Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 hold. Then

lim
T→∞

LT(u⋆) = L⋆ a.s.

Proof. By construction,

E[ℓk(u
⋆
k)|G

∞
k ]◦T−k k→∞

−−−→ essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|G
∞
0 ] a.s.

Moreover,
sup
k≥1

∣

∣E[ℓk(u
⋆
k)|G

∞
k ]◦T−k

∣

∣≤ E[Λ |G∞
0 ] ∈ L1.

Therefore, by Maker’s generalized ergodic theorem [19, Corollary 10.8]
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1
T

T

∑
k=1

E[ℓk(u
⋆
k)|G

∞
k ]

T→∞
−−−→ E

[

essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|G
∞
0 ]
]

= L⋆ a.s.

ThusLT(u⋆)→ L⋆ a.s. asT → ∞ by Corollary 4.2. ⊓⊔

The proof of Theorem 2.6 is now complete. Indeed, ifu is admissible, then

liminf
T→∞

{LT(u)−LT(u⋆)}= lim inf
T→∞

LT(u)−L⋆ ≥ 0 a.s.

by Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.2, sou⋆ is pathwise optimal.

4.2 Proof of Corollary 2.11

The prove pathwise optimality, it suffices to showLT(ũ)→ L⋆ a.s.

Lemma 4.6.Under the assumptions of Corollary 2.11, the mean-optimal strategyũ
(Lemma 2.5) satisfies LT(ũ)→ L⋆ a.s. as T→ ∞.

Proof. By the definition ofũ and Lemma 4.3,

E[ℓk(ũk)|Y0,k]◦T−k k→∞
−−−→ essinf

u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0] a.s.

Therefore, the third part of Assumption 2 of Corollary 2.11 implies that

E[ℓk(ũk)|Y−∞,k]◦T−k k→∞
−−−→ essinf

u∈U0
E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0] a.s.

But by Assumption 3 of Corollary 2.11 and stationarity, we obtain

E[ℓk(ũk)|G
∞
k ]◦T−k k→∞

−−−→ essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0] a.s.

Moreover, we have

sup
k≥1

∣

∣E[ℓk(ũk)|G
∞
k ]◦T−k

∣

∣≤ E[Λ |G∞
0 ] ∈ L1.

Maker’s generalized ergodic theorem [19, Corollary 10.8] therefore yields

1
T

T

∑
k=1

E[ℓk(ũk)|G
∞
k ]

T→∞
−−−→ E

[

essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0]
]

= L⋆ a.s.

As the assumptions of Corollary 2.11 imply those of Theorem 2.6, the result as well
as pathwise optimality of̃u now follow from Corollary 4.2. ⊓⊔
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4.3 Proof of Theorem 2.13

The proof of the Theorem is once again based on a variant of the“ergodic tower
property” described in the introduction. In the present setting, the result follows
rather easily from the conditional weak mixing assumption.

Lemma 4.7.Suppose that the assumption of Theorem 2.13 holds. Then

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{ℓk(uk)−E[ℓk(uk)|Y−∞,k]}
T→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1

for every admissible strategyu.

Proof. Defineℓ̄M
k (u) = ℓ̄M

0 (u)◦Tk for u∈U . We begin by noting that

E
[(

1
T

T

∑
k=1

ℓ̄M
k (uk)

)2]

=
1

T2

T

∑
n,m=1

E[ℓ̄M
n (un)ℓ̄

M
m(um)].

Suppose thatm≤ n. Then by stationarity and asu is admissible

E[ℓ̄M
n (un)ℓ̄

M
m(um)] = E[ℓ̄M

0 (un◦T−n) {ℓ̄M
0 (um◦T−m)◦T−(n−m)}]

≤ E
[

esssup
u,u′∈U0

|E[ℓ̄M
0 (u′) {ℓ̄M

0 (u)◦T−(n−m)}|Y−∞,0]|

]

.

We can therefore estimate

E
[(

1
T

T

∑
k=1

ℓ̄M
k (uk)

)2]

≤
2

T2

T

∑
n=1

n−1

∑
k=0

E
[

esssup
u,u′∈U0

|E[ℓ̄M
0 (u′) {ℓ̄M

0 (u)◦T−k}|Y−∞,0]|

]

=
2

T2

T−1

∑
k=0

(T − k)E
[

esssup
u,u′∈U0

|E[ℓ̄M
0 (u′) {ℓ̄M

0 (u)◦T−k}|Y−∞,0]|

]

≤
2
T

T−1

∑
k=0

E
[

esssup
u,u′∈U0

|E[ℓ̄M
0 (u′) {ℓ̄M

0 (u)◦T−k}|Y−∞,0]|

]

.

By the uniform conditional mixing assumption, it follows that

lim
M→∞

limsup
T→∞

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
T

T

∑
k=1

ℓ̄M
k (uk)

∥

∥

∥

∥

2
= 0.

On the other hand, note that

sup
T≥1

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{ℓk(uk)−E[ℓk(uk)|Y−∞,k]}−
1
T

T

∑
k=1

ℓ̄M
k (uk)

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
≤ E[2Λ1Λ>M]

M→∞
−−−→ 0.

The result now follows by applying the triangle inequality. ⊓⊔
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Corollary 4.8. Under the assumption of Theorem 2.13, we have

P
[

LT(u)−L⋆ ≤−ε
]

T→∞
−−−→ 0 for everyε > 0

for every admissible strategyu.

Proof. Let u be any admissible strategy. Then by Lemma 4.7

LT(u)−
1
T

T

∑
k=1

E[ℓk(uk)|Y−∞,k]
T→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1.

On the other hand, note that

1
T

T

∑
k=1

E[ℓk(uk)|Y−∞,k]≥
1
T

T

∑
k=1

essinf
u∈Uk

E[ℓk(u)|Y−∞,k]
T→∞
−−−→ L⋆ in L1

by the ergodic theorem. The result follows directly. ⊓⊔

In view of Corollary 4.8, in order to establish weak pathwiseoptimality of ũ it
evidently suffices to prove thatũ satisfies the ergodic theoremLT(ũ) → L⋆ in L1.
However, most of the work was already done in the proof of Theorem 2.6.

Lemma 4.9.Under the assumption of Theorem 2.13, LT(ũ)→ L⋆ in L1.

Proof. By the definition ofũ, we have

E[ℓk(ũk)|Y0,k]◦T−k ≤ essinf
u∈U−k,0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−k,0]+ k−1 a.s.

Therefore, by Lemma 4.3, we obtain

limsup
k→∞

E[E[ℓk(ũk)|Y−∞,k]◦T−k]≤ E
[

essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0]

]

= L⋆.

On the other hand,

E[ℓk(ũk)|Y−∞,k]◦T−k ≥ essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0] a.s.

for all k∈ N. It follows that

limsup
k→∞

∥

∥

∥

∥

E[ℓk(ũk)|Y−∞,k]◦T−k−essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0]

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
=

limsup
k→∞

E[E[ℓk(ũk)|Y−∞,k]◦T−k]−E
[

essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0]

]

≤ 0.

Therefore, by Maker’s generalized ergodic theorem [19, Corollary 10.8]

1
T

T

∑
k=1

E[ℓk(ũk)|Y−∞,k]
T→∞
−−−→ L⋆ in L1.
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The result now follows using Lemma 4.7. ⊓⊔

Combining Corollary 4.8 and Lemma 4.9 completes the proof ofTheorem 2.13.

4.4 Proof of Theorem 2.16

The implication 1⇒ 2 of Theorem 2.16 follows immediately from Theorem 1.8.
In the following, we will prove the converse implication 2⇒ 1: that is, we will
show that if(Ω ,B,P,T) is not conditionally weak mixing relative toY, then we
can construct a bounded loss functionℓ with some finite decision spaceU for which
there exists no weakly pathwise optimal strategy.

We begin by providing a “diagonal” characterization of conditional weak mixing.

Lemma 4.10.(Ω ,B,P,T) is conditionally weak mixing relative toZ if and only if

1
T

T

∑
k=1

|E[{h◦T−k} h|Z]−E[h◦T−k|Z]E[h|Z]| T→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1

for every h∈ L2, provided thatZ⊆ T−1Z.

Proof. It suffices to show that if the equation display in the lemma holds, then
(Ω ,B,P,T) is conditionally weak mixing relative toZ. To this end, let us fixh∈ L2

and denote byA the class of all functionsg∈ L2 such that

1
T

T

∑
k=1

|E[{g◦T−k} h|Z]−E[g◦T−k|Z]E[h|Z]| T→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1.

Clearly A is closed linear subspace ofL2. Note thatA certainly contains every
random variable of the formh1B◦Tm or 1B ◦Tm for m∈ Z andB∈ Z. Therefore,
the closed linear spanK of all such random variables is included inA . On the other
hand, suppose thatg∈ K⊥. Then for everyk∈ Z, we have

E[E[{g◦T−k} h|Z]1B] = E[g {h1B◦Tk}] = 0

for all B∈ Z. It follows thatE[{g◦T−k} h|Z] = 0 a.s. for allk ∈ N. Similarly, we
find thatE[g◦T−k|Z] = 0 a.s. for allk∈N. Thus evidentlyK⊥ ⊆A also. Therefore,
A containsK⊕K⊥ = L2, and the proof is complete. ⊓⊔

In the remainder of this section, we suppose that(Ω ,B,P,T) is not conditionally
weakly mixing relative toY. By Lemma 4.10, there is a functionh∈ L2 such that

limsup
T→∞

E

[

1
T

T

∑
k=1

|E[{H ◦T−k} H|Y]|

]

≥ ε > 0
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whereH := h−E[h|Y]. By approximation inL2, we may clearly assume without
loss of generality thath takes values in[0,1], so thatH takes values in[−1,1]. We
will fix such a function in the sequel, and consider the loss function

ℓ(u,ω) = uH(ω)

where we initially choose decisionsu ∈ [−1,1] (the decision space will be dis-
cretized at the end of the proof as required by Theorem 2.16).We claim that for
the loss functionℓ there exists no weakly pathwise optimal strategy. This willbe
proved by a randomization procedure that will be explained presently.

In the following([0,1],I) denotes the unit interval with its Borelσ -field.

Lemma 4.11.Suppose that(Ω ,B,P) is a standard probability space. Then there
exists a(Y⊗ I)-measurable mapι : Ω × [0,1]→ Ω such that

E[X|Y](ω) =

∫ 1

0
X(ι(ω ,λ ))dλ P-a.e.ω ∈ Ω .

for any bounded (B-)measurable function X: Ω → R.

Proof. As (Ω ,B,P) is a standard probability space, this is [19, Lemma 3.22] to-
gether with the existence of regular conditional probabilities [19, Theorem 6.3]. ⊓⊔

Consider the quantity

Aλ
T(ω) =

1
T

T

∑
k=1

H(Tkι(ω ,λ ))H(Tkω).

Then we can compute

∫ 1

0
(Aλ

T)
2dλ =

1
T2

T

∑
m,n=1

H(Tmω)H(Tnω)

∫ 1

0
H(Tmι(ω ,λ ))H(Tnι(ω ,λ ))dλ

=
1

T2

T

∑
m,n=1

H(Tmω)H(Tnω)E[{H ◦Tm}{H ◦Tn}|Y](ω).

In particular, using the invariance ofY, we have

[

∫ 1

0
E[(Aλ

T)
2]dλ

]1/2

= E

[

1
T2

T

∑
m,n=1

E[{H ◦Tm}{H ◦Tn}|Y]2

]1/2

≥ E

[

1
T2

T

∑
m,n=1

|E[{H ◦Tm}{H ◦Tn}|Y]|

]

≥ E

[

1
T2

T

∑
n=1

n

∑
m=1

|E[{H ◦Tm−n}H|Y]|

]
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= E

[

1
T2

T−1

∑
k=0

(T − k)|E[{H ◦T−k}H|Y]|

]

≥ E

[

1
2T

⌊T/2⌋

∑
k=0

|E[{H ◦T−k}H|Y]|

]

.

By our choice ofH, it follows that

limsup
T→∞

E[(Aλ
T)

2]≥
ε2

16

for someλ = λ0 ∈ [0,1]. Define

uk(ω) = H(Tkι(ω ,λ0)).

Thenuk is Y-measurable for allk (and is therefore admissible if we choose, for the
time being, the continuous decision spaceU = [−1,1]), andLT(u) =Aλ0

T . Moreover,

ε2

16
≤ limsup

T→∞
E[(LT(u))2]≤

ε2

64
+ limsup

T→∞
P
[

LT(u)>
ε
8

]

+ limsup
T→∞

P
[

LT(u)<−
ε
8

]

implies that we may assume without loss of generality that

limsup
T→∞

P
[

LT(u)<−
ε
8

]

> 0

(if this is not the case, simply substitute−u for u in the following). But note that
the strategỹu defined by ˜uk = 0 for all k is mean-optimal (indeed,E[ℓk(u)|Y] =
uE[H|Y]◦Tk = 0 for all u by construction). Thus evidently

limsup
T→∞

P
[

LT(u)−LT(ũ)<−
ε
8

]

> 0,

so ũ is not weakly pathwise optimal. It follows from Lemma 2.12 that no weakly
pathwise optimal strategy can exist if we choose the decision spaceU = [−1,1].

To complete the proof of Theorem 2.16, it remains to show thatthis conclusion
remains valid if we replaceU = [−1,1] by some finite set. This is easily attained by
discretization, however. Indeed, letU = {kε/16 : k = −⌊16/ε⌋, . . . ,⌊16/ε⌋}, and
construct a new strategyu′ such thatu′k equals the value ofuk (which takes values
in [−1,1]) rounded to the nearest element ofU . Clearlyũ andu′ both take values in
the finite setU , and we have|LT(u)−LT(u′)| ≤ ε/16. Therefore,

limsup
T→∞

P
[

LT(u′)−LT(ũ)<−
ε
16

]

> 0,

and it follows again by Lemma 2.12 that no weakly pathwise optimal strategy exists.
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4.5 Proof of Theorem 3.15

By stationarity, we can rewrite the conditional absolute regularity property as

∥

∥P[(Xk)k≥0 ∈ ·|X−∞,−n∨Y−∞,∞]−P[(Xk)k≥0 ∈ ·|Y−∞,∞]
∥

∥

TV
n→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1.

Using a simple truncation argument (as the loss is dominatedin L1), this implies

esssup
u∈U0

∣

∣E[l(u,X0)|X−∞,−n∨Y−∞,∞]−E[l(u,X0)|Y−∞,∞]
∣

∣

n→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1.

If only we could replaceY−∞,∞ by Y−∞,0 in this expression, all the assumptions of
Theorem 2.6 would follow immediately. Unfortunately, it isnot immediately obvi-
ous whether this replacement is possible without additional assumptions.

Remark 4.12.In general, it is not clear whether a conditionalK-automorphism rel-
ative toY−∞,∞ is necessarily a conditionalK-automorphism relative toY−∞,0. In
this context, it is interesting to note that the corresponding property does hold for
conditional weak mixing. We briefly sketch the proof. Suppose that(Ω ,B,P,T) is
conditionally weakly mixing relative toY−∞,∞. We claim that then also

1
T

T

∑
k=1

|E[{ f ◦T−k} g|Y−∞,0]−E[ f ◦T−k|Y−∞,0]E[g|Y−∞,0]|
T→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1

for every f ,g ∈ L2. Indeed, the conclusion is clearly true wheneverf is Y−∞,n-
measurable for somen∈ Z. By approximation inL2, the conclusion holds whenever
f is Y−∞,∞-measurable, and it therefore suffices to considerf ∈ L2(Y−∞,∞)

⊥. But in
this case we haveE[ f ◦T−k|Y−∞,∞] = E[ f ◦T−k|Y−∞,0] = 0 for all k, and

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
T

T

∑
k=1

|E[{ f ◦T−k} g|Y−∞,0]|

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
≤

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
T

T

∑
k=1

|E[{ f ◦T−k} g|Y−∞,∞]|

∥

∥

∥

∥

1

T→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1

by Jensen’s inequality and the conditional weak mixing property relative toY−∞,∞.

As we cannot directly replaceY−∞,∞ by Y−∞,0, we take an alternative approach.
We begin by noting that, using the conditional absolute regularity property as de-
scribed above, we obtain the following trivial adaptation of Corollary 4.2.

Lemma 4.13.Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.15, we have

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{l(uk,Xk)−E[l(uk,Xk)|Y−∞,∞]}
T→∞
−−−→ 0 a.s.

for any admissible strategyu.

We will now proceed to replaceY−∞,∞ by Y−∞,k in Lemma 4.13. To this end, we
use the additional property established in [27, Proposition 3.9]:
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P[(Xk)k≤0 ∈ ·|Y−∞,0]∼ P[(Xk)k≤0 ∈ ·|Y−∞,∞] a.s.

Theorem 3.14 implies that the past tailσ -field
⋂

nX−∞,n is P[ · |Y−∞,0]-trivial a.s.
(cf. [33]). Thus a standard argument [21, Theorem III.14.10] yields

∥

∥P[(Xk)k≤n ∈ ·|Y−∞,0]−P[(Xk)k≤n ∈ ·|Y−∞,∞]
∥

∥

TV
n→−∞
−−−−→ 0 in L1.

Therefore, by stationarity and a simple truncation argument, we have

esssup
u∈U0

∣

∣E[l(u,X0)|Y−∞,n]−E[l(u,X0)|Y−∞,∞]
∣

∣

n→∞
−−−→ 0 in L1.

This yields the following consequence.

Corollary 4.14. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.15, we have

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{l(uk,Xk)−E[l(uk,Xk)|Y−∞,k]}
T→∞
−−−→ 0 a.s.

for any admissible strategyu. In particular,

lim inf
T→∞

LT(u)≥ E
[

essinf
u∈U0

E[ℓ0(u)|Y−∞,0]
]

= L⋆ a.s.

Proof (Sketch).Following almost verbatim the proof of Lemma 4.1, one can prove

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{E[l(uk,Xk)|Y−∞,k]−E[l(uk,Xk)|Y−∞,k+r ]}
T→∞
−−−→ 0 a.s.

for anyr ∈N. On the other hand, we have

limsup
T→∞

∣

∣

∣

∣

1
T

T

∑
k=1

{E[l(uk,Xk)|Y−∞,k+r ]−E[l(uk,Xk)|Y−∞,∞]}

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ lim
T→∞

1
T

T

∑
k=1

esssup
u∈Uk

∣

∣E[l(u,Xk)|Y−∞,k+r ]−E[l(u,Xk)|Y−∞,∞]
∣

∣

= E
[

esssup
u∈U0

∣

∣E[l(u,X0)|Y−∞,r ]−E[l(u,X0)|Y−∞,∞]
∣

∣

]

a.s.

by the ergodic theorem. It was shown above that the latter quantity converges to zero
asr → ∞, and the result now follows using Lemma 4.13. ⊓⊔

The remainder of the proof of Theorem 3.15 is identical to that of Theorem 2.6
modulo trivial modifications, and is therefore omitted.
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